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A.2 THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. I would like to refer to our last

meeting. Last time we ended with a request to the Rapporteur to

submit a draft for the first sentence of Article 18 for our approval,

and to state further the question of state trading in that Article.

Before I ask the Rapporteur to explain what he has done there is the

question of our next meetig. I understand that eight o'clock tonight

is available, tomorrow morningor both, whichever you prefer.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I suggest tomorrowmorning.

THE CHAIRMAN: Tomorrow morning at 10.30. Is that agreed?

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Do you think wecan possibly get through in

Committee II if we do not hold night meetings? My impression is

that we are holding up the work of the whole Preparatory Committee,

and that the longer we go on the more likely we are to hold it up.

I notice that the technical sub-committee is meetingtonight; they

have met this morning, and they are, meeting this afternoon. I am

just wondering whether, now that we have set a target data - to which,

as far as I am concerned, we aregoing to adhere we can hopa to

conclude by the 2Otn to the 23rd if we do not do more in the way of

night meetings.

MR. SHACKLE(United Kingdom): What subjects remain on our agenda?

THE CHAIRMAN: We still have to clear Article 18; then we have to deal

with Articles 29 and 30; and after that we still have to deal with

Article 33. Later on I think therewill also be combined meetings

of with Committee V. Also, we are still awaiting certain decisions

from Committees I and II.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Do not you think we will also have thrown back to

us from technical committee that part of their terms of reference

called "General provisions", which to my mind have nothing to do with

the technical committee but should be in here? They are entirely policy

matters. I cannot see how wecan possibly complete our work.

2.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I am inclined to agree with you there. I am

prepared to meet tonight as well as next week. New that

we have finished with the work of the main committee as far as

possible, I am quite prepared to meet tonight. We would have

met thismorning, as I asked, had that beoen possible. There is

another point - we must consider our Rapporteur, who must have some

time to prepare something for us. However,he says hecan strain him-

self to meet the wishes of the Committee.

Mr. MEKINNON(Canada): I have no doubt about that. I have not much

sympath with the Rapporteur, I know his capacity.

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Hawkins is alsoa very busy man in another Committee.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I can come at any time when the Committee

meets when there is no other meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN:But what is the priority for meetings? I suggest that we

should get through our work, as much as possible, because Mr. Hawkins

will be tied up with other meetings again. I am afraid we shall have

to meet at 8 o'clock tonightas well.

Now I would ask the Rapporteur to explain what he has done with

the first sentence of paragraph 1 of Article 18.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): At the last meeting three amendments were

suggested to the parenthetical phrase in the first paragraph of

Article 18. The Delegate of India suggested that the words "of

production" should be deleted since, if they were left in, it would

imply that fiscal tariffs were not to be considered. The Delegate of

the United Kingdom suggested that the phrase should be repoated in a

suitable form after the phrase "margins of tariff proferences" and it

was generally agreed that if the references were to be kept there

some appropriate cross-reference should be made to Article 27, which

deals with the question of margin of preference. On looking it over

I suggest to the Committee that the matter can be very easily handled
- 3-
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simply by deleting the reference entirely from the first paragraph, since

Article 27 provides for a commitment whereby members maintaining State

monopolies on individual products agree to enter into negotiations in the

manner provided for in respect of tariffs under Article 18. So itis

already taken care of, and cross-reference in Article 18 is unnecessary.

A minoramendment in Article 27 would seem to the desirable to make it clear

that both tariffs andpreferences - tariffs and proferential margins,

really - are dealt with in Article 27. The redraft of point 4 of the

paper which you have before you simply omits entirely the parenthetical

reference and incorporates a minor change which was agreed on carlier at

the last meeting, so that the language covers both tariffs and imports and

exports, and other charges on imports and exports. I suppose that it is

not intended to cover such things an internal taxes, but simply charges

placed on imports alone. That is all I have to report.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then before we approve this I think we have to refor to a

number of arguments that have been put forward in Committee I and II.

The question of industrialisation we still to be covered. I understand that

that question is still under discussion in CommitteeI and II, and I think

the Rapporteur feels also that it would perhaps be better if we did not

consider that question at this moment, but simply waited the results of

Committee I and II. We couldthen see 'whether we should have to draft

anything to put in here.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): The Cuban Delegation agrees that these points on which

the three amendmentshave been proposed, one by the Cuban Delegation, one

by the Chilean Delegation, and one by the Indian elegation, should be

delayed until weknow were about what the Industrialisation Committee is

doing. At the same time I just want to make a reservation. Our Delegation

at least, and I understand others too, would like to have the right to

bring back this problem to the consideration of the Committee at any moment

.
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they may deem convenient, even if no agreement or progress has been made

in the Industrialisation Committee. we do not want to do it unless we

see that the Joint Committee is not getting anywhere, and in that case we

want to have a discussion here.

THE CHAIRMAN: of course I have only said it was postponed for discussion

later; it is not taken off the agenda.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I presume, then, that if the Joint Committee sees

reach some reasonable and acceptable chapter or article in respect of

under-developed countries, you would not raise again the point in

connection with Article 18?

MR. COOMBS (Australia): If I could speak on that, perhaps I could assist,

since we are responsible for drafting the Rapporteur's draft on the

Joint Committee. I think it was generally agreed at the meeting of the

Drafting Committee of the Joint Committeethat it would not be desirable

to write into the chapter on industrial development, if there were to be

such a chapter, matters which were in fact relevant to the other parts

of the Charter. The sort of structure that we envisaged was that the

chapter relating theindustrial development would establish the right to

use protective measures for industrial development subject to the pro-

visions of the Charter, or something to that effect, relying if necessary

on the modification of the relevant parts of the Charter which deal with

tariffs, subsides and so on to ensure the necessary freedom to use these

things for industrial protection. It will therefore be necessary, if

that general approach is adhered to in the Industrial Development Com-

mittee, for Article 18 to be examined, at any rate to see wheeher it is

consistent with that decision.

THE CHAIRMAN: A few other remarks were made on the question of "substantial

reduction" of tariffs. One related te the question of low tariffs versus

high tariffs, and I think still another point was raised to the affect

that there was even a possibility of raising tariffs. I just mention

- 5-.
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these points because they have a bearing on the further clauses we have to

fit in. I do feel that the questionof low versus high tariffs is one

for thetariff negotiations, and should not come in here. The question

of substantial reduction should still be gone into, and also the possibility

of an increase in tariff. We should also keep that in mind before we

finish with Article 18. I still feelthat when we say here "Enter into

reciprocal and mutually advantageous negotiations with any such member or

members devoted to the substantial reduction of tariffs" and so on it is

flexible enough to cover most of these points. There should therefore be

no need to put in any more here, Before we definitely approve this part

of the article 18, I think I must mentionthese points to prevent confusion

later on.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): If I may make a suggestion - when Mr. Hawkins dealt

with that point in nis reply he did makeit clear that in the opinion

of his Delegation at any rate a level of tariffs operating in the countries

concerned in the negotiations was a relevant factor in deciding whether

the reductions which the country was propared to make as part of its

bargain were substantial in the sense meant here. I am not quite sure,

but I think there was some suggestion that the level of development reached

by the county would also be a relevant factor. It does seem to me that

in view of the very great interest in those two points on the part of a

number of delegations in the full Committee, it might be wise to consider

adding after "substantial reductions" something which would say "having

regard to the levelof tariffs in the countries concerned", adding perhaps

the stage of economic development reached. That would net be proper

drafting, but the point is whether it right not be wise, in view of the

interest shown, to make some reference to those things, not in any

absolute sense, but indicating that the interpretation of the word

"substantial" would be in the light of such factors as would be relevant.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think there are really two questions there.

-6-
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Entirely apart from the stage of development of the country, I think it

should be made clear thatin the negotiations, if a country has a low rate

on a particular product in which another country is interested, that rate

should be given just as much weight as if it had been high and had been

reduced to that figure. That is one point which would apply irrespective

of the stage of development. It might apply to British tariffs, to

American tariffs, or any other. Then there is the question as to whether

special provision is needed relating to the stage of development of a country.

That seems to me to be another and broader question.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is also the point we left open, as far as I understand it,

awaiting the results of Committee I and II. The main point here is

whether there would be any confusion about the words"substantial reductions"

because it would be a general obligation for every country to give a

substantial reduction of their tariffs specifically, or does it mean

tariffs generally? I things that is the main confusion arising out of the

present drafting of the clause.

- 7 -
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MR HAWKINS: with a view to trying to clarify the issue and to see if I interpret

rightly what is in the mind of the Indian delegate and others, I wonder

whether this question that is bothering there does not arise in connection with

paragraph 3 and its relation to paragraph 1. Paragraph 3, if I may just

read what it says, lays down that "If any Member considers that any other

Member has failed, within a reasonable period of time, to fulfil its obliga-

tions under paragraph 1 of this Article..." Now, to refer back to paragraph

1, it says the obligation shall be to encourage the "substantial reduction

of tariiffs". Let us imagine a country - there are many of them - whose

general level of tariffs is very low. Then the questionwould. arise, if

it bound these rates, whether it has complied with the provisions of

Article 18, Is that a correct interpretation of the position of your

delegation?

MR ADARKAR (India): With a slight difference. It might be necessary for a

country even to keep certain items absolutely free. It might be difficult

for the country to bind even the existing rates in order to provide for

any protection that may be needed for industries still to be developed.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, I think there are two questions there and they

should be discussed separately. There is first of all (this, I think, is

fairly clear) the question whether a more binding - assuming that a country

has a low level of tariffs and in general what it does is to bind rates -

is to be regarded as compliance with paragraph 1 of Article 18, which says
"the substantial reduction of tariffs" is desired. My own view is that

the paragraph from that point of view needs some clarification. It is a

technical point, but I can understand that anyone on a low level of tariff's

might be concerned about it. Theremedy for it would be the insertion of

appropriate language to the effect that the granting of a low rate (I am not

trying to draft the language now but it might be roughly this) shall be

regarded as the equivalent to a substantial reduction under a high rate.

That would clarify that particular point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would that be a matter to be put under a., b., or o.?

DR COOMBS (Australia): Would it be appropriate under paragraph 3, as Mr Hawkins

has suggested, where it reads, "The Organisation, if it finds that a Member
8.
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has, without sufficient justification, failed to negotiate with such

complaining Member as required by Paragraph 1 of this Article"? We

might put in there something which relates the obligation to the existing

level of tariffs. That would possibly meet it. I agree with Mr Hawkins

that the point about the state of industrial development really ties up

with this other question, which should be left until we getsomething from

the joint body. Would it meet the point if we said this, "If the Organisa-

tion finds, having regard to the existing level of tariffs, that a member

has, without sufficient justification.... "? I am not sure which would be

the best place for the phrase to come in, but it does seem to me that

something like that should be put into that sentence.

MR HAWIKNS: The point is important, and for that reason it might be set off

apart from the rest of it, It could be done by a new sub-paragraph, for

which I hvae a tentative formula here. It would be c. under paragraph 1,

and it would read in this way: "The binding of low rates of duty or of

duty-free treatment shall be given equal weight with the reduction of

higher rates of duty". Then, in order to the that to paragraph 1, you

would say, "in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 1", or words

to that effect, so as to show that you are defining "substantial" as it

relates to low rates for the purposes of paragraph 1.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we could continue on the basis that this addition

should be made to paragraph 1, as proposed by Mr Hawkins. 'In that case,

I think we should be able to accept the new draft of the first sentence of

paragraph 1. There is only one point that I would ask before we do that

officially, and that is this: there is the difficulty of the question of

the negotiation of quotas. You remember some countries have at thismoment

a combination of tariffs and quotas. We have a special Sub-Committee to

deal with that, composed of representatives of the U.K., U.S.A., Australia,

Canada and New Zealand, I think. I wonder whether we couldgive our

approval to this paragraph without hearing anything from the other Sub-

Committee, or whether we should wait to hear from them.

MR IGONET (France)(Interpretation): Mr Chairman, before the war we had also

a combination of quota and tariffs. 9. Now this is suspended. We have suspended
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quota and customs duties, and I should like to point out that before the

war we were in the same position as these countries mentioned- New Zealand

and so on.

DR COOMBS (Australia) They are not quota tariffs; they are preferences which

take the form of quotas rather then of tariffs. I do not think the

Committee mentioned just now has met up to now. As a matter of fact, this

has relevance to an earlier clause that you dealt with.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is also the same thing here, I think.

DR COOMBS (Australia): It comes back in 8, I think, where the present rate

is limited to import tariffs in the form of import duties;. but I think the

question could for the time being be ignored, provided that when the Sub-

Committee has met and discussed the thing any relevant clause is re-examinoe

in the light of whatever conclusion is reached.

THE CHAIRMAN: I only mentioned this point because we speak of the binding of

low rates and we also perhaps ought to speak of the abolition of

quantitative restrictions at the same time; or perhaps that does not fit

in there. I want to hear what the Committee feel about that, otherwise

I have to keep it on the agenda.

MR ALANILLA (Cuba): We have the some thing here in regard to state trading,

and we have decided that in Article 27, if it is necessary, proper reference

should be made to the fact that they would be subject to the reductions

envisaged in this Artiele 18. This Article only deals with reduction

of tariffs and elimination of preferences. I think if the other Committee

reach tho conclusion that quotas should be subject to a process like

this, they might make a eross-reference with this paragraph here.

THE CHAIRMAN: In that case I could, as it were, throw it on the plate of the

other Committee. My point here is that I want to get rid of it; that is

all.

MR HAWKINS: I agree with what the Cuban delegate has said. I do not think

you can even touch it here intelligently until you know what the Quota

Sub-Committee is going to say on this subject. I just do not see howwe

can deal with it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then is it agreed that we simply pass that on to the Committee
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on balance of payment restrictions and so on? Then I will repeat my

first question: Can we now agree the first sentence of paragraph 1?

MR HAWKINS (USA): I do not wantto delay this, but the Rapporteur, I take it,

is going to draft something on this; or do we deal with it later?

THE CHAIRMANdeal with it later, I imagine. Then is that adopted?

MR McKINNON (Canada): You are really adopting the report of the Rapporteur

in so far an concern the revised wording of the firstsentenceof paragraph

1?

TRE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Then we come to the second part of paragraph 1, and at

present it says, "These negotiations shall proceed in accordance with the

foliowing rules". Before we discuss that further, I would remark that it is

the idea of the Rapporteur that we say more detailed questions with regard

to the coming negotiations should be dealt with in a separate memorandum.

I think that is one of the terms of reference of this Sub-Committee - to draw

that up - so that only the very important points of prinoiple should be

covered in this paragraph; and before we can really finish with the whole of

article 18 we must have that memorandum before us. I would suggest that we

take now only the real points of principle in paragraph 1. The first

sentence begins, "Prior international commitments shall not be permitted to

stand in the way of action in respect of tariff preferences", and so on.

There the Cuban delegation at the last meeting submitted a proposal which

I think is in the hands of everybody here.

11.
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Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba): "prier international commitments shall not be

permitted to stand in the way of action with respect to tarrif

preferences, it being understood that this provision shall not require

the termination or modification of existing international obligations

except by-agreement between the contracting parties or in accordance with

the terms of such obligations". This was the amendment which we first

proposed to introduce into Article 8, but after studying the way the

Charter was drafted we thought it better to put it in Article 18 and

not in Alrticle 8. The object is not that we would not negotiate, but

they are going to be negotiatedThe object is only that the obligations

can be terminated at any moment. Once the obligations are out of the

way they can be dealt with without any difficulty. If they are in

they can still be negotiated.

Mr SHACKLE(UK): I should like to say that the U.K.delegation support the

principle of this Amendment. I think I can say that its wording appears

satisfactory also. It is a point which Imentioneod in the discussion.

in the Main CommitteeII, namelythat wefelt that the word "action"

should in effect mean action agreed apon in the course of the
re-

negotiations. - As a matter of fact that really rather/produces some

wording in the proposals of last December, which spoke of "action

agreed upon".

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba):- I should like to have Mr Hawkins' comments on this.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I do not think that the Amendment changes our intention

as we expressed it in paragraph (a). I think it carried out what we had

in mind, and therefore it is acceptable to us.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): If, as Mr Hawkins says, it does no more than carry

on the intention of the words in the draft, then I fail to see any

advantage in the revised wording. After all, subsection (a) as it.

appears here, if I am not mistaken, is word for word with the Section.

as it appeared in the proposals approved by the United States and the

United Kingdom. I may be wrong; I speak from memory.y.

lIHACKLELE (UK) : If I bright ietorveno at that point, the proposals say

.2.
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"action .agreed upon".

Mr ALAMILLA. (Cuba): This is a point which we have very great interest in

getting clear. I believe that we are not adding, any now thing, and we

are only making very clear how that Article should be interpreted. We

feel very strongly about this and would like to have these words put in

in order that everybody would know exactly what they meant.

Mr. IGONET (France) (Interpretation): I do not quito understand this

Amendment which has been put in by the Cuban delegate. At least, the

beginning does not seem to me tobe consistent with the end. There

seems to be a contradiction between the third and fourth sentences, and

the first. I do not understand the word "exist". When will they

exist? At what time will they exist? What is meant by this word ?

THE CHAIRMAN:As it roads now, it should exist at the tine of the

negotiations.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): Might I say a. word about this. As I understand the

position it will be something like this.. Let us take, for examile, the

case of the Ottowa Agreements between the Deminions and the United

Kingdom and other parts of the Commenwealth. The position is that they

lay down contractually a whole series of preferences. Some of those

may - some undoubtedly will - be modified in the course of the forthcoming

negotiations. Others on the other hand may net be so modified. The

intention of this Clause, as amended in the way which is suggested by

the Cuban delegation, would be, if I understand it rightly, that insofar

as in the course of these negotiations it was agreed to nodify particular

preferences, the fact that in the Ottowa Agreements those preferences

were bound at particular. levels should not stand in the way of their

being changed now. On the other hand, insofar as there night be profer-

onces which are not modified in these negotiations, the undertaking would

still exist. In other words, you have not struck out the whole of the

Ottowa Agreements at one stroke of the pen, but where particular

preferences contained in them are modified as thc result of these

negotiations, the Ottowa Agreements shall not stand in the way of those

modifications being made. That is my understanding of the intention

13.
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of this Amendment, and if that is so, then I support it.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): Could I add just one thing. It also serves this purpose,

that the more existence of a control, obligation is a reason for

reducing.

THE CHIARMA: Do I understand that if, ftheinstance, the United States

should agree to change certain prefoeences and that would affect you,

the United states cannot do that wtihout consulting you

Mr LA&LMLLA Cu(na): Thoethin is quite clcer. We have to negotiate and vw

do negotiate. In thc course of thos ne notiations tho earibifnmy be

reduced and ve agre eto that. The trcey we have says that we have

these prefreences, but that trcey ïay be tcreinated. The United States

aym ays, "All right, we call off t!t tredy". As souo as the treaty is

off there is no more obligation and wcea cproceed, and we do not have

to be bound by anything at aill They can therofroere eterminated or

they can be negotiated, as they are going to be,

Mr ADLKRA R(India): iM Chair-.m, th eefefct of the Cuban Delegation's

aïendnent, as far as I sec it, ïians broadly to mkea it necessary for the

country giving the prfeeren eteo a country which does not enjoy the

preference, to obtain the consent of the country which enjoys the

preference. Takcea practical instance. If there are preferences

between India and th Uenitod Kingdo, mand India receivos a request for

a reduction in preference in a particular item from the United States,
it is necessary, in the tures of this ndAmeOnmty,for India t coonsult
the United Kingdom before granting that reduction. The result is that

in respect poevery proposal there will have to be negotiations not nimely
between the country vwich givs ethe preference and the country which at

present does not enjoy the preference, but als noegotiations between the

country which gives the preference and the country which at prioent enjoys

the preferences. As part of the bargain, the country which atpresent

enjoys the prforeence, and therefore stands to lose to an. xtent in the

reduction of the margin, may tiapulatoecertain other terms because it

affects the terms of the xiestinCgbargain between that country and the

14.
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othor country. For example, in this particular instance of India

and the United Kingdom. India may agree to the United States to

roduce the margin, provided the United Kingdom agrees. Before

giving permission the United Kingdom ay suggest some medification in

their agreement. So far as the Indian delegation is concerned, I think

this particular Amendment makes the position very clear and the

Indian delegation would like to support it.

15.
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Mr. McKINNON (Canada): It was argued earlier in this discussion, five

minutes age, that there was no real differeence in substance between
A. as it appears in the Charter and A. as it appears in the Cuban

resolution. I think there is a very great deal of difference, both

in formal and substance. Under the draft Charter those various

political entities - if I may call them that - with a proferential

area or regime are completely free to enter those negotiations.
Mr. ELAMALLA (Cuba): No.

THE CHAIRMAN: Just let the Delegate for Canada finish.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): They arc free to enter the negotiations, because

it says that any contracts "shall not be permitted to stand in the

way of action." Under the draft amendment it is definitely understood,

surely, that unless they get agreement with everyone also concerned

in that particular preference they cannot proceed, unless they denounce

the existing preferential arrangment. Now, I think there is a very

great difference. I may be makingan inference that is not intended,

but I cannot help going back to the assertion early in the argument

that there was no substantial differenec between them. I think

there is a very great point of difference, in that one appears to

contemplate the necessity of formal denunciation unless the agreement

a with the other party is reached, whereas the draft amendment does

not contemplate that. It gives elbow room to all parties to do their

negotiations and see what results from it. It may be that what results

will require an amendment of the existing, preferential arrangement,

though it may not. For the purpose of thenegotiations everyone is complete-

ly free to do as his likes until he sees what the result is. It is

obvious he will consult the others and talk with them about it,

THE CHAIRMAN: You have a combined body.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): You have the possibility of one body of six or

seven, who might in respect of the whole of the action refuse to agree

16.
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with even the neigotiating party of the first part under the

necessity, as I see it, of formally donouncing his agreement with

that particular member - which he may not want to do, and which

may not be necessary,

DR. COOMBS (Australia): I do not follow Mr. McKinnon's point quite

clearly, but I do not think the Cuban Delegate's proposal does require

that.

MR. McKIMNON (Canada): Well, it says, "except by agreement. . . or

in accordance with the terms of such obligations.". Now surely one of

the terms of the obligation would be, if you are narrowing, the martin

you must, unless you can get the agreement of the other party, denounce

the agreement.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): But it does not affect the negotiations. It says:

"Prior international commitments shall not be pormitted to

stand in the way oe action with respect to tariff preferences

it being understood that this provision shall not require the

termination or modification of existing international

obligations",

which, as I see it, do not arise until after the negotiations are complete.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I should think they might arise veryearly in the

negotiations,

DR. COOMBS (Australia): You may enter into discussions about whether

you will in certain respects modify all existing international obligations.
It seems to me there is nothing in this which prevents you entering

into such negotiations and coming presumably, to tentative conclusions.

But when you have reached such a conclusion, as I read it, the Cuban

Delegates redraft would require you to carry through that modification

or termination either with the agreement of the other pary or in accordance

with the provisions of the agreement concerned for its termination,
17.~~~~~~~t mio.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If, for instance, Canada accepts the olimination or

reduction of tariff preference, that will stand anyway, and then she

has to clear the position with the other party. The commitment will stand.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): It stands, but if Canada agrees to do it and

desires to do it as part of the bargain, it this means she does it in one

of two ways. Suppose the United kingdom was the other party. She does

it is either with the agreement of the United Kingdom, or, if the

United Kingdom is not prepared to agree,the procedure required under

the original U.K -Canada agreement for the termination of that agree-
ment is gone through.

MR. McKINNON(Canada): That is the difference. I think it is a

difference. I quite agree with your explanation.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): ls it possible for a country to interpret A.

in the way in which Mr, McKinnon's idea would suggest? I mean, can you

as a matter of international law enter into an agreement which says that

you will not carry out an agreement entered into previously?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I would like to dot the Cuban Delegate's view

on it. I thought Mr. McKinnon's description would be in line with

the Cuban amendment.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): No. What we want is only this. The effect of this

international agreement of the I.T.O. cannot and our international

agreements. We say in here that we are going to negotiate them, and we

will negotiate them, but they are not going to be terminated except if

we agree to that; or, if they are terminated by the parties themselves,

it is only by agreement. That is our position, which is so basic for us

that we would not bc able to enter into this Organization unless this

thing is absolutely cleared up for us.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Would it not be clearin this way, that all parties

to this committee accept A, as it stands in theAmerican draft, and then we
withoutare free, /thenecessity of formal denunciation, to proceed to. negotiatiate

it.
18
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Mr. ALAMILLA(cuba): But we are going to negotiate it. we are obliged

to negotiate, and we will negotiate, but the thing will not be terminated

automatically. I do not think any country can enter into this I.T.O.

agreement by which automatically their contractual obligations with

third parties would be terminatedwithout their consent. The only

thing we are doing is just making very clear that that thing does not

happen. That is our only object here.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Without suggestionamendment of the Cuban

text, I would like to see if this does not.meet the point:

"It being understood that this provision shall not of

itself effect the tion or modification ofexisting

obligations."

That is the sense of it. That is, in effect, what you are trying to

say - "shall not of itself effect the termination or modification of

international obligations." As I understood the Cuban Delegate's

explanation he wants to be sure that by agreeing to provision A. in

this he does not thereby wipe out existing contractual engagements.
MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): Which we will negotiate.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think the easiest way a is to say

exactly that - "this provision shall not of itself effect the

termination or modification of existing international obligations."

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom). I venture to suggest an even simpler

amendment might have the same result, if after the words "in the way

of action" you add "agreed upon in negotiations." The United Kingdom

would very definitely associate itself with the interpreation which

Dr. Coombs has given to this matter. I think that is also the Cuban

view. It seems to us that it would make for a much more orderly and
.satisfactory negotiation if in fact that is the rule. If one had as

one's starting point the fact that all previous commitments were cancelled

before beginning to negotiate you would have a number, of separate.

arrangements made, which might not balance out amongst themselves at all
19.
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in the last resort, and you might be faced with, soto speak fresh

negotiations in order to re-establish the balance as between the

parties who were parties to a pre-existing preference.If, on the other

hand, it is all dealt with in the way of triangular negotiations as you

go along you will and up with a balancedand satisfactory result, which

I think you would not get if you followed the other method of independent

negotiations in attempting to balance out thedifferent results afterwards.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): Could I suggest another version? Suppose you

say:

"prior international commitments shall not be permitted tod to

d in the way of negotiations in respect to tariff preferences,cos,

eing understood that this provision shall not berequired bu oquirmd

e or modify existing international obligations except:ations cxcpt

between the contracting parties or in accordanceor in accord=cc

of such obligations.chubli, ati.na"

Orgperhaps you mi.ht say,

e it boinaLuwhere the result oftheseic result of' tese

noCotiatione werminaequire thl tcri.iition or modification

of existing gnternational ermi;ations this tcçlination or

medificamay be, will be carriedout byll lx carried out y

he contracting parties or in accordance withor in accordauice wth

igations.s of such olli::ation"

ere are two points. theoranadian Delegate wantsna.ian DcJlc.atc ;7:ms

that irrespective of anycommitments that you0any co0-uratCaontu tt you

n go ahead and negotiate, and thesenegotiationsoti.tc, ,.nd tlwso nc-otiator1

ll meanyoudo intend to carrythen throughu lo intend to carly tl'cir.u hrauJh

kings. The CubanDelegate wants tolort5kin:s. 'i'o Cuban Dclcaatu wnts to

atwhen you get to the stage ofoZr haUnd, tliat w*hen you -,ot to tho sta;. of

the negotiations,youdoain5;s you -ruy;c to do in thlc ni,.otiations,you do

that with duc rc:rd te cstablislhed proccélure.

ou have the obligationstin.;, "ny nciotiatod reduction you havc thc obl½ztifl

to efi'ect i. 20
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MR.McKINNON (Cuba): Of course. That was part of the negotiations.

MR. McKINNON(Canada): That might mean that any, let us say, reduction in the

marginal preference that you may negotiate with a third party could not
come into effect until after the terms of notice of denunciation

in respect of your other argument had expired.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): If you cannot getthe agreement with the other

contracting party.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Unless, of course, it was modified by

agreement, bocause any pre-existing, agreement can be modified by

agreement between the original parties.

MR. McKINNON(Canada): But if one did not get agreement obviously this

could not take effect until the denunciation under whatever term is

provided under the other instrument has expired.

MR. HAWKINS (United Statas.): It seems to me the Cuban Delegation's
purpose must be this very simple one. I want to be sure I understand

him. He is merely trying to make sure that when you sign this

Charter you do not thereby cancel all your contracts. His amendment

jis intended to make that clear. It does make it clear to me. It

seems to me acceptable. As I understand it, that is all he is trying to do.

MR. ALAMILLA. (Cuba): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: The other point is, it should not be an escape clause.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): It is not an escape clause.

THE CHAIRMAN:As it stands it could be read in a different way. It cannot

ba that.

21
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MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): It is not that. We have said here that we are going to

negotiate, and we will negotiate, but this negotiation will not automati-

cally cancel contracts, It will be negotiated. Of course if the nego-

tiations do not come to anything, the contract will be cancelled by itself,
because the other party would do that. Therefore it is a fallacy to think

it would be an escape clause, when all thosecontracts have in themselves
a clause by which they can be dispeesd of.

THE CHAIRMAN: You could have further clauses. Once you have accepted it you

can try to work it out; you find it impossible, so you say, "I have not

foreseen this, I cannot do it,"

MR- MCKINNON( Canada): I should have thought that the wording in the Draft

Article as it stood, bald though it may be, gave complete freedom if all
who

the parties to those preferential agreements/are represented here accept

"A" as it stands in the Draft Charter. Then donunciation does not enter

into it.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): But in fact the parties will not all be

represented here in some of those cases. I think one may take that as

certain.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): Where the two parties to a preferential arrangement

are present, neither can prevent the other from giving away a preference
which affects a third party, and that I take to be the position. It would

be unnacceptable to Australia, for instance, that either they or any

other country with which Australia has an existing preferential arrange-

ment should be froc to trade that preference without Austraila being a

party to the revised bargain.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I should like tosupport that view.

MR MCKINNON: What is the wording we are considering now, Mr. Chaieman?

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): It is:

- 22 -
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"Prior international commitments shall not be permitted to stand
in the way of action with respect to tariff preferences, it being
understood that this provision shall not of itself affcet the
determination or modification of existing international obligations
except by agreement between the contracting parties or in accord-
ance with the terms of such obligations."

MR. HAWKlNS (United States): That, I am affraid,does not fir structurally.

That exception does not quite tack on there; there issomething wrong

about it. I would suggest a period after Winternational obligations".

That wouldbe complete in itself, the point being, as I understand it, that

no country when it signs the Charter shall thereby terminate bilateral

obligations. Thepurpose of this amendment is to state thta is does not.

MR. MCKINNON(Canada): That is right.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): The only thing is that this clause is so important to us;

it has been cabled toCuba and approved word by word,so I should like too te

it accepted as muchas possible, or ie, I shall have to staot te cable it

again.

MR.IMCK[NNON (Canada):eOthors ofmay ïet bc ie preci ole3thmear.lposition.

CHAIRMAN3ltAamI se preparod te sitof, if , ifthat is the case.

IGONETGOFrance5n(o): interpretation): I do not khinl trenFmmnch translation

cf thisoriginal text douli ery clear. ar. It woued bc ambiguous, and if

thmendment is adopteddoaphouldlpreferto have the e t various suggestions

grouZht in.

MR.INNKCNNON (Canada): You halreadyroaggestedtod thet wo haee got ee lot

thisgsugWestion stand foreothor reasons, Is not tcat ectraet?

TIE CHAIRM1N: Yes, we haoe teerefor te it ngaiaelator on.

lRK MCMINNON (Canada)Canwe allowlleo."A" to dtanle thon, with teadpiecepioc,

oe te spoak, and proceod te "B"?

- 23 -
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THE CHAIRMAN: I am agreeable to that, if we want further study of the matter.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba): I would not like to let "A" stand as it is.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I do not mean accept it as it stands, but simply to

let it stand and proceed to "B".

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba) Why do we do this? Why not ask the Rapporteur to try to

put his idea clearly and bring it forward atthe nextmeeting?

MR. MCKINNON(Canada): Yes, that is the same thing.

THECHAIRMAN; Just to get clear what we are asking the Rapporteur to do -

we understand that the point of view has been put forward that if we

enter into these commitments to negotiate reductions in tariffs and pro-

ferences we are fully prepared to accept tariff reductions in those

negotiations, and carry then through, but only if we can do it by agreement

in casus wherewe have to terminate present arrangements?

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba): That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the main points thatwe want to put into that clause

are those.Does everybody agree to those principles? If not the Rappor-.

tour will not know what to do.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I do not say that I do not agree, or that I refuse to

agree with it; I would prefer the wording in the Draft Charter, but if

it is going to stand, for an attempt at rewording by the Rapporteur, I

should be glad to leave it in that position until we most again.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank-you. Then, I think, we have to come to paragraph "B",

on which a few questionswere raised which, should be clarified. For

instance, the method of operation of the principle - will it prevent a

reduction of preferential rates? I think that was one of the questions

raised.
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MR. HAWKINS (United States): The basic provision here is containned in the

first two lines of "B": "AII negotiated,reductions in most-favoured-nation
import tariffs shall operate automatically to reduce or eliminatemarginsns

preference"o". ehcercst it is explanation as to what is meant by that..

will attempt to explain what thelast part means, and I think I could

eost do it by illustration. Take for illustration teose figures: on the

date on which the negotiations arebaeud,whatever that may be - in our

Draft it was 1939, but that is now left for agreement among the parties-

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): Is Mr. Hawkins now saying that he proposed to strike

out the date July 31st 1939 from subsection "B"?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I was going to do the later on, ana make still

another anendment, but that is necessarily involved; you will have to

substitute for July 1939 the date to be agreed upon.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): Therefore it is a necessary assumption, ifwe.i- wo

follow intelligently what you are goinbg gWig to say.

WKINS WJYINS (Unitee StaMos): 1y peinwascwiza not te whether lletheit should

bc July 1939 or notmerely thattlyete thcrc eust bc a base dawe to vhich

thcinrgotations must relatee Th*hypthetical rates I wkel talc as a

baeis aro, say, 40 per cent eor tho most-eavourcd-nation rate, the

gancrally applicable rate, and a preferentiel rato of 30eper cont.

eo taim the simplest application of that principlee if hogotiatikns tale

place om the nost-edvour=onnati-. rate and it eedagrcod that 'it shall be

dedocca te 30epar cont,wthat vipes eut eho proeerence. Tho maximun pro-

e there e tiuecan bc in that situation is zerw. Noi yee tamoree :ti

diffiaset coec in whice therc is a doeble sot of negotiations going on.

The 3ost-favoured-naties ratc eareedoducuo to 30meanwhiletheilO th parties

to tfo proterential ementgo;iae hdve hal negotiations and eaveerodueod thc

eroforontial rate to 25. My interpretation of this provision i9 that
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the, maxinurm preference in that case also is zoro, because, relating the

reduction in the most-favoured-nation clause to the situation existing at

the tine of the negotiations, thu reductionof themost-favoured-nation

rate wiped out tho preference as at that time, hence it would not be per-

missible under this provision to reduce the preferentinl rate and widen the

margin. But if the proforential rate is reduced by negotiation or rather-

wise, the most-favoured-nation rate ;would also have togo to 25. The

reasoning behind that is this. A country that has negotiated on the

most-favoured-nation rate, in this or any other situation, is very likely

to have one or both of two motives: it may be inter sted in the height of

that rate and its protective effect, but it is certain also to bo interested

in the margin of preference. Therefore when it asks for a reduction front

40 ro 30 in those circumstances, it is deliberately looking at the margin

of preference and trying to wipe it out. It is defeated in that if there

are simultaneous or subsequent negotiations which result in a reduction of

the proferential rate, because a margin of preference is again restored.

The only way therefore in which a reduction of the most-favoured-nation

rate can automatically operate to reduce the margin of preferonece is in

the way I have indicated. Any subsequent negotiations or any other

adjustments in these rites would be to create a situation such as would

exist if the mostfavoured-nation rate had been reduced and the preferebtial

rate had remained unchanged. I do not know whether that isclear or not ;

perhaps it mightbe discussed.

THE CHAIRMAN: It isimportant enoughto be discussed.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): May I say this, then, Mr. Chairman? Assuming that

at the spring negotiations semefavoured nation asks that the rate of

40 , cent, which Mr. Hawkins sites, be reduced to 30, and that that is

done.The preferential rate wouldthen remain at 25 and the new most-

favoured-nation rate at 30?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): say that again, please?

- 26 -.
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MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I was taking the illustration you gave, a. proferential

rate of 30 and a most favoured nation rate of 4.0. Someone amongst the

most favoured nations asks for a reduction to 30 percent and that is

agreed. Thepreferential rate romains at 30. Is it possible then for the

country which is granting the concessions to say to the other proforential
areas and the most favoured nations that it wishes to reduce both by a

further 5 per cent?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): So that both are 25?

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): Yes, that would make both 25.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Yes.

MR. MCKINNON(Canada): Alhough it is a socond narrowing of the margin of

preference?

MR. HAWKINS (United States) That is right - so long as the preference is

not restored.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): It seems to me that in a case where a country

was interested in the marginof preference the nature of their request would

be for a narrowing of the margin of preference. At last, that is what w

would beinvolved intherequest. As Iunderstand your interpretation, it

means that it is never possible to reduce the preferential rates until the

most-favoured-nation rate reaches the preferential level? That is, if the

British preferantial rate was 30 and themost favoured nation rate 40,

you could not bring the British preferential rate down unless you bring the

most favoured nation rate down to thesame point.

- 27 -
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MR HAWKINS (USA): By the same amount, otherwise you widen the margin.

DR COOLBS (Australia): It would be acceptable under your interpretation

if they were both reduced by the same percentage. If you reduced them

both by 25 per cent, so that they came down to 221, would that be

acceptable?

MR HAWKINS (USA): On the assumption that there is no negotiation on the

m.f.n. rate.

MR McKINNON (Canada): Dr Coombs' case is a purely unileteral reduction and,

as I understand it, Mr Chairman,what Dr Coombs suggests could not take

plane on a negotiation.

DR COOMBS (Australia): That is what I am trying to get at If you get a

request from both the m.f.n. country and the other country on a particular

item, you cannot reduce the British preferentialrate unless you reduce the

m.f.n rate - not by the same proportion but completely down to the

preferential rate. That is if there is any negotiation. If you want to

reduce the preferential rate, then you have to wipe out the margin.

MR.HAWKINS (USA): Or, to use an illustration, taking the 40 and 30, suppose

instead of reducing the 40 down to 30 the negotiations had reduced it

down to 31, all that is required is that, whatever is done to the

preferential rate, any simultaneous or subsequent negotiations shall not

give you a preference of more than one.

DR COOMBS (Australia):That amounts to the samething that it is

impossibleunder your interpretation to reduce the preferential rate

unless you bring them.f.n. rate down tothe same as the preferential

rate.

MR HAWKINS: (USA) That is right.
THE CHAIRMAN : The only thing you could do is, I think, to say, "I will not

traded with you", or "I am prepared unilaterally to reduce my proferential
rate", and I then reduce automatically my m.f.n. rate".

MR SHACKLE (UK): Might I ask a question to make sure I have this clear?

I think it would be convenient to take the lastcase of which Mr Hawkins

spoke, in which the m.f.n. rate is reduced from 40 not to 30, which in%

the preterential rate, but to 31. If that happens, as I understand it,
28
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there is nothing to prevent the preferential rate being reduced to .

figure lowar than 30, provided that the m.f.n. rate always follows it

down at one dart so to speak, so that if the 25 comes down to 20 the m.f.n.

rate automatically boomes 21.

MR.HAWKINS(USA):that is the point.

MR ADARKAR (India) .We are still net clear about the procedure that would be

followed in the raatter of these negotiations, therefore whatever remarks we

make arepurely exploratory. The Indian delegation, studying this part of

Article 18, had some difficulty about this sub-paragraph b., because the

effect of the first sentence is to, so to speak, kill two birds with one

stone. The idea is that whenuvor there is any reduction in m.f.n. tariff.

it should have two effects: one, to reduce the amount of protection given

to the domestic industry; and, two, to reduce the margin of preference that

may have been given, Now, Sir, we think that a more satisfactory procedure

would be to tackle these two problems separately: that is to say, where the

intention is to reduce the amount of protaction given to the domestic

industry, or toencourage the consumption of the particular article by

reducing the duty, where there is no domestic industry at all it is best

to ask for a production in the m. f. n. tariff without any commitment

whatsoever with regard to the margin - except that the margin will not-be

increased. That is to say - to take Mr.Hawkins example - if the object

is to reduce a reduction in the m.f.n. rate of 40 per cent and the

country askin for the reduction seaures the reduction from 40 to, say, 35,

then it should not affect by itself the commitment in regard to the

preferential margin. The preferential margin that exists is 10 per cent.

When the m. f. n. rate is reduced from 40 to 35 it should be open to that

country, in the sense of separate negotiation, tu reduce the prèferential

rate from 30 to 25 so as to restore the preferential margin to 10 per cent.

The only obligation on the part of that country is not to increase the

preferential margin. So if the intention is te reduce tho preferontial

margin another negotiation shouldbe undertaken which should- ask for a

reduction in the margin only. The existing margin is 10per cent. The

country wanting the reduction should ask for a reduction in the margin from
- 29
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10 per cent to, say, 5 per cent. Now, supposing, for example, in the.
second set of negotiations the margin is reduced to 5 per cent, then it
should be open to the country concerned to decide whether it should give

effect to that changed margin by a reduction in the m.f. n. rate or an

increase in the preferential rate, or partly by reduction in the m.f.n.
rate and partly by increase. The choice between these three matters
ill depend on the circumstances of the country concerned. It may be

that although the particular m.f.n. rate has not at present been

described as a protective duty, it may be having at present a protective
effect. There may be certain domestic industries which want that

particular rate to be Laintained et the existing level. In.that case the

country may agree to a reduction in the preferential margin frm 10 to 5
per cent, but it may give effect to it by raising the preferential rate

frcm 30 to 35. It may be that some. revenue consideration is involved:

that where, for example, the bulk of the imports at present come from

non--preferred sources, a reduction in the m.f.n. rate would naturally
affect the revenue very seriously. The country may not be entitled to

afford that reduction in the revenue but may agree to a reduction in the

preferential margin. In that case it may agree to increase the

preferential rate from 30 per cent to 35 per cent. I may tell you, Sir,
that,when we negotiated the Ottawa Agreement, in most cases the

preferences were given In the form of definite margins - 10 per cent,.
8 per cent, 71/2- per cent - in that way - and it was left to the country
concerned to decide whether the margin wasto be given by raising the

existing rate of duty against the foreign country or. by lowering the

existing rate of duty in favour of the British Empire country, or partly
by raising and partly by lowering. If we are to enter this d oduble
Commitment simultaneously In simultaneous process of negotiation, then'

our willingness to grant a reduction in the preferential margin will also

be influence by our desire to assafeguard the domestic industry. I think

these two are absolutely different considerations and they should be dealt

with by different sets of negotiations; otherwise wasshall be tempted to

refuse to grant any reduction in the preferential margin just because we

30
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want the m.fn. rate to remain at a particular level.

THE CHAIRMAN; There is still one thing to be discussed, if I have

followed the whole sense of this argument, and that is this what

do the countries want that are going to do away with quantitative

restrictions and bind their tariffs and other things - what dothey

want? Do they want to be as much aspossible on the same level of

competition as other countries no; having a protective margin? If

you follow your system I think the other countries will say, ."Well,

that lowers the attractivness of those coming reductions to a very

great extent." I think that is the whole sense of the proposal of Mr

Hawkins, is it not? That has to be considered from the other side,

I think.,

MRADARKAR (India): I did not follow your particular objection, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: I mean this. You can say, if I lower the m.f.n. rate from

40 to 35, that you can get over the insurmountable barrier of m.f.n.

rates of duty; but I stil night stil find my competitor from another

part of the world still 10 per cent better off than I am, so it does

not help me in the end. I think that is the point.

MR ADARKAR (India): In the negotiations they should make a double demand

and leave it to the country as to which of these two are acceptable to

it. here, for example, a country is faced with a double rate, an m.f.n.

rate of 40 por cent and a preferential rate of 30 pur cent, then it

should ask for a dualconcession: one part of the concession would be

to reduce the m.f.n. rate from 40 per cent to 35 per sent; the other

part of the concession would be to reduce the margin from 10 per cent to

5 per cent; and it should state to which of those concessions it attaches

the greater importance; and the nation which is faced with the demandost

should be free to decide which of the two concessions it is propared to

give. These two are entirely different considerations. The effect of

one concession is to put two supplier on un equal footing or on a less

discriminatory footing than at present; the effect of the other concession

is to reduce the protection at present enjoyed by the domestic industry:
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that is to say, to equalisc the terms on which the domestic producer and

all foreign buyers enter the mariket.

THE CHAIRMAN: That will as a rule moan the lowering of the m.f.n., rate,

if you still have the old margin ofpreference.

DR COOMBS (Australia): One important consideration which I think does

tend to support to some extent the Indian point of view is that the

reduction of the margin is a matter which concerns not the country

granting the reduction but thc. country which enjoyed the preference.

I think the reduction of the level of duty, whether it is preferential

or m.f.n., is a matter which concerns and is a concession granted by

the country which is doin; this particular piece of negotiation.
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It does seen to me that it is quit important to separate those

questions of the negotiations about the margin of preferences from those

about the margin of the tariff. It does seem to me to be necessary.

There are three suggestions. There is one suggested by the United

States delegate which binds the two together completely, and at the

other extreme there is the Indian proposal which would enable a country.

which was agreeing to a reduction in a preference, to give that by an.

increase in the preferential rate of duty. An intermediate position

would be one which required a reduction ofthe margin of preference to be

granted by a reduction in the most favoured nation-treatment, but still

regarded the negotiations about the margin as distinct from the

negotiations about the rate of duty itself. The middle one would

enable a reduction in both rates to come about provided that the

reduction did result in a narrowing of the margin to the extent agrecd,

upon in the negotiation.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): This is a matter of some importance to the United States

as we have had, and still have, rather strong views on the subject.

Therefore I am going to status themplainly and say why we want to get

rid of preferential arrangements as fact as possible. We would not

like to sec negotiations take place on margins and for this reason.

If you do that you may get an elimination or narrowing preference at a

high rate. Our whole aim is to get equal treatment at a low rate.

That, in essence, is why we have put the provisions this way,

Mr IGONET (France) (Interpretation): You leave the way open to increases.

In other words, equalisation at a higher rate. That is what we want to

avdid. I will not say that that could happen, but it would not be

the general rule.

Mr McKINNON (Çanada): There may be cases where that would be the only way

in which negotiation could be done at all. But as I gather from Mr

Hawkins remarks he would hope that was not the general approach to it.

As between the two methods suggested, the one by Mr Coombs as the

extremist, and Mr Hawkins' suggestion of an alternative route, I am not
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at all satisfied that we will not find ourselves later on in a most

confused state in carrying these things out, with possible recriminations

all the way round the board. If we attempt to conduct negotiations

simultaneously on the M.F.N. rateand on thepreferential rate, I am not

sure that it should not be in two steps. Mr Hawkins interprets the

word technical" to apply only to the first negotiation. After that

if a. country unilaterally decided to reduce both rates, then the second

negotiation does not necessarly cntail a narrowing of the margin.

Have I stated your aspect correctly.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I think so.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Though it might take more time, the best way would be

in the best interests of the negotiations to think only of the M.F.N.

rate, the reduction of which must - if we accept the Charter - automatically

narrow the margin of preference. As a second stage, any one of us in

a preferntial area may desire to go further with both rates, but we are

not obliged then to narrow the margin of prefereence.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): Not obliged to narrow, and not obliged to increase it.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): But- not to narrow it. Iamjust afraid that if we

attempted to carry on the twosimultancously, thenwith the best will in

the world we are going to find ourselves in some very difficult

situations owing to misunderstanding.
THE CHAIRMAN : There is only one point there. If you do that you can ask

nothing for it in return. In the set-up of Mr Hawkins it would be a

matter of give and take. If you negotiate with the M. F. N. rate, and

later on you decide to give the preferential rate at the same level,

and so you lower it, as I understand it you would still be obliged to

lower the M. F. N. rate to a certain extent without getting anything for

it in return.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): But here is the vital point. If, as the result of

negotiation, we reduce the M.F.N. rate, we do narrow the margin of

preference. It is then possible for anybody in a preferential area to

say, "We should like to bring them both down from that level another
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step, say another 5 per cent". On that second operation we do not

have to narrow the margin of preference again.

Dr.COOMBS (Australia): But in the ocantime you get a request for a

reduction in the M. F.N.rate and countries in preferential areas are

very likely to have requests for reductions in the rate about which they

are expected to negotiate, ... This is net a hypothetical problem; it is

on our doorstop already,

THE CHAIRMAN: You are giving away somethingandgetting nothing for it.

If you like to do that, well it is all right.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): I think the explanation MrHawkins has given is on the

assumption that the first stop in the negotiating procees in every case

is to negotiate about the M.F.N. rate. But it is only after that

that there could be any question of a possible reduction of the

preferential rate, and then subject to conditions he has explained.

It does seem to me that that leaves out of account one theoretically

possible case, that in which there is a tripartite or three-cornercd

negotiation which affects at the same time both the M.F.N. rate and the

preferential rate. I wonder if Mr Hawkins would like to explain his

ideas as to whether that could arise, and if so how the situation would

work out,

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I think that could take place. You could have

simultaneous negotiations on the M.F.N. rate and the preferential rate.

The tire when the preferential. rate comes down is not important so long

as the margin resulting, if any, from the reduction of the M.F.N rate

based on the starting point, is not increased.

MR SHACKLE (UK): That raises this further question. If in fact you have

not got a reduction of the M.F. N. rate agreed as the first stop, then you

have not got that measure to apply to the rate which the preferential

margin must not excced.. The two things are being dealt with

simultaneously so you have no measure or yardstick first.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): Your yardstick is what you started with, Suppose when

you start your rate is 40 and 30, You reduce the M.F.N. rate to 30, and
occur

simultaneously/the negotiations which result in the preferential, rate
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being reduced to 2C. The offoct is that since the preference rate

would have been wiped out with the reduction in the M.F.N. rata based

on your starting point, the M. P. N. rate would. have to come down to 20.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): Suppose you got a request on the proferential rate

by itself. You have 40 and 30, and you have a request from; the people

with the 30 rata for reduction to 25.

Mr HAWKINS(USA): The M. F. N. rate then goes to 35, because you would have

increased the preference above the starting point.

MrMcKINNON (Canada): An yet this is not a negotiated item.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): Suppose there is a stage when you get a request

from. a preferential suplier to reduce the rate from 30 to 25. You

agree. and you correspondingly reduce the M.F.N. rate to 35 in order not

to widen the margin. You then got a request fron the M.F.N. people

to reduce the 35 to 30, and you agree. You have thon got a position

where the rates are 25 referentialal and 30 M.F.N.Nowthat is possible

if the two requests come seperately the first frompreferential and

the second from M.F.N, But if by chance you get those requests at the

same stage of negotiations, the final result must be 25and 25.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): You said the M. F. N. rate went from 40 to 35, did you

not ?

Dr COOMBS (Australia): Yes.

Mr HAWKINS (USA) : It would have to be 25, 30. Going back to your starting

point, the reduction of M.F.N. by 5 leaves a margin of preference of 5

which has to be maintained.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Take Mr Coombs' illustration where you get them

simultaneously. As I understand. it you have got first to deal with the

M.F.N. request even although they come simultaneously.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I do not think you would necessarily have to do that.

Actually if there are two parties, each working on these two rates, each

would known what the other Was doing. I should not think it would be

necessary ta consider one before the other.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): Except that if you do not you do not have your yardstick.
36.
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Mr HAWKINS (USA): Dut you got your yardstick thc mement the M.F.N. rate

is dealt with. The moment you reduce the M.F.N rate you have fixed the

preferential margin which has to be applied whatever else happens.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): When you talk of 30 and 40 as your basis in this

illustration, you really mean tho margin at the date of negotiation.

I think you are agreeing with that as an example.

Dr. COOMBS (Australia): I do not think he does.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): I understood him to mean 30 to 40

Mr HAWKINS (USA): You :mean a change in the rate ?

Mr McKINNON (Canada): No.. I took you te mean that prior to the start of

the negotiation your two rates were preferential 30 and M. F. N. 40.

My point was this. Starting at those rates, with the margin of 10 per

cent, if you get two requests simultaneously it seens to me you have

got to first dual with your M.F.N.. request in order that you carry out

your obligations and narrow the margin. From there on you can do as

you like. You do not need. to narrow any more margins,

Dr COOMBS (Australia): I would like to know; whether, ifyou get requests

on your preferential rate and the M.F.N. rate at the same time, it is

possible to finish up with a margin between the M. F. N. and the proferential

rate. Provided that the margin is less than the one you started with -

you start with 30 and 40 - is it possible, whon you have simultaneous

negotiations, to finish with two rates, say 30 and 25 ?

Mr HAWKINS (USA): Yes. You are now taking a situation where you have two

rates, one 25 and one 30, after negotiations.

Dr COOLBS (Australia): You agree previously that if the requests came

round the other way and separate, that you could finish with a rate of

30 and 25, and if you first get a request on your preferential rate to

bring 30 down to 25, in ordor to keep the preference margin 'no greater

you would then automatically adjust the M. F. N. rate to 35. You Let a

request on the M. F. N. rate for 30 and you bring that down leaving the

preferential rate the same at 25, anx you have got a rate 30 and 25.

Now that means that you had two requests coming in the order of

preferential and M.F.N.the result is that of a reduction in both rates
37.
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other hand you any that if you get those requests simultaneously in the

same set of negotiations , the result must be to wipe out thepreference.

MrHAWKINS (USA): Still applying the rule as laid dowm. If your

negotiations got down to 30 and 25, applying the rule the actual rate

applied tc theM..F. N. could not exceed 25, because the reduction front

40 to 30 is your starting point.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the main point is this. If you have both requests

at the same time you are net at liberty to choose whether you start

with the preference or with the M.F.N. rate. You have to start with the

M.F.N. rate and then wipe out the preference. I think that is what Mr

Hawkins states here.

Mr McKINNON (Canada): No. He did not think it mattered which one you

started with a moment ago.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): I quite agreewith your interprdation of the clause

as it stands, but it does seem to methat it creates somewhat of an

anomoly if you can get two different result merely according to whether

you happen to get the two requests simultaneously or in a particular

order,

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I should not' think that in practice there would be ahy

difficulty. The two countries negotiate with the third and they would

be very likely to know what the others are doing.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): That is the point I was trying to load to. It does

not seem to me that that is the way in Which such negotiations should.

take place, if they are simultaneous. The thing I must confess I am

not entirely clear about is this. What is the reason why you would wish

to exclude that type of result from a simultaneous negotiation ? Why

do you wish to exclude a result which reduces both rates and reduces the

margin, but left a smaller magin than existed before ?

Mr HAWKINS (USA): To get rid of the preference, of course.

THE CHAIRMAN: To get euqal treatment at the low rate in the and.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): I am not in any way going to move an amendment, but I am

going to suggest a sentence which might conceivably come after the
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existing sentence, and I amgoing to askMr Hawking whether it is

admidssible or not. It would consist of adding these words:

"This shall be without prejudice to possible simultaneous tripartite
negotiations affecting, both the M.F.N. rate and the preferential rate,

and resulting in such modifications of the M.F.N rate or preferential

rate respectively as may be agreed between the threeparties".
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I am not suggestion that as an amendment, but merely asking if Mr.

Hawkins regards that as a legitimate point.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): That is aneasy one to answer. Anything,

that might be agreed upon I should think-would be permissible. It is a

waver on the part of one of the teeamicalities of arule.

MR.McKlNNON (Canada): You might easly live four parties within the

preferential agreement.

Mr. HAWKIS (United States): .that I should like to suggest is that you

leave in only the principle here, and levelop this in a procedural

memorandum. It seems to me itisin line with what we have done

We are looking into procedure, not a constitution. I would say,

leave the first part of the sentance, and then develop the rest of this

in some detail in a procedural document. We are going to have a

procedural memorandum.

MR. McKINION (Canada): You stop at the word "preference."

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Ycs.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I think that would be highly desirable for

getting on in the sub-committee and dealing with it in a procedural

momorandum.

THE CHAIRMAN: What we are trying to do here is, tryingto frame some

paragraph of a Charter which will only come into force after the

negotiations. What we need is a memorandumforthenegotiations

which have to be gone into before weallagree on the Charter.

That is onc of the technical difficulties here.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The only difficulty I feel about letting it stand as

it is is that it would involve - if it is to operate in the manner described

by Mr. Hawkins - a reduction in the most favoured nation rate every time

there is a reduction in that preferential rate, whether or net the extent

of the reduction in the most favoured nation rate has been negotiated or not.

Take Mr. Hawkins's example, that the most favoured nation rate is reduced

from 40 to 30 and the preferential rate is, by separate negotiation, reduced

from 30 to 20, the final position would be a preferential rate of 20 and
40
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a. xxxxmost favoured nation rate of 20, even though 20 was not

negotiated: what was negotiated with the most favoured nation

party was 30. Wherever the most favoured nation ratehas any

protective effect whatever this sort of automatic reduction will be

a very scrious matter;. As I see it, the position is such that where

the mostfavoured nation rate is the principal source of revenue for

the country, where the bule of the import is from a non-preferential

source, under the most favoured nation rate there is also an I

automatic reduction whichh would have scrious consequences. Thc

result will be that wherever there is that sort of possibility the

threatened country concerned will merely have to refuse to consider

any request for a reduction in tho preference rate but rely entirely

on the most favoured nation rate because to agree to consider to

negotiate the preferential rate would have the further consequence. of

reducing the most favoured nation rate to a greater extent than it

was negotiated. Therefore, if this principle is to operate in the

manner suggested by Mr. Hawkins it would have rather serious

implications.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): of course, the motive is to prevent new

preferences.

MR. ADARKAR (India): That can be provided for, without this principle,

by laying down that the existing preferential margin should on no

account be increased, and no new preferences should be granted. Of

course, that i' a different matter and may be one for discussion later.

Existing preferential measures should on no account bc increased, and no

new preferences granted. That would prevent the possibility you have in

mind without entailirg, us in this procedure. I would favour the

restoration of the working which appears in the proposal in respect of

this particular Provision. In tho proposal there were three clauses,

A, B and C. B corresponded with the existingB, but there was a C,

namely, that no new preferences should be given and existing preferences
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should on no account be increased. If anything is retained it

should be the old C, and not the existin, B.

MR. IGONET (France) (interpretation): As far as I have understood what

the Delegate for India has said I should like to support him. In

the French Colonies they enjoy preferential tariffs as compared with

the metropolis. Between the Colonies the customs tariffs may vary.

In the Colonies those customs tariffs have a fiscal value; they are

fixed by administrative or local authorities, and sometimes, in order

to balance the local budget, it is necessary to increase the customs

tariff. It must be possible in some cases to increase those

customs tariffs without incrcasir; the margins, of prefornce; it must

be possible to increase simultaneously the xx tariffs in connection

with themetropolis and triffs in connoction with foreign countries.

THE CHAIRMAN: We are talking about an increase of the tariff now.
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MR. IGONET (France): Those are fiscal tariffs which have for thoir

purpose the balancing of the local budget.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): As I understand the comments of the Delegate

of France, he wants to be free to increase rates without increasing

margins. In other words, to increase both the preferential and the

most favoured nation rates. There is nothinghere to prevent that

provided the rate is not bound by negetiations,

MR. IGONET (Franco)(Interorutation): I wish to support thc statoment of

the Delegate of India, if I understood. him correctly,

THE CHAIRMAN: I understand that it is not a question of negotiations, so I

do not see why it comes in here. If you want to increase certain fiscal

rates which are not bound in any way by any negotiations, you are free to

do so, provided that youdo not increase the preference. It has nothing

to do with the problem we are discussing here.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): If they are not bound, you can increase then whether

they are fiscal or anything else. If they arc not bound, a signatory to

the Convention can do anything he likes with them.

THE CHAIRMAN: So I think that this has nothing to do with the subject we

are discussing, which is, requests made to reduce tariffs and proferencos.

MR. HCKINNON (Canada): In order to make progress, I would liko to support

Mr. Hawkins' suggestion that we delete everything in subsection "B"

after the word "preference" in the second or .third line. It wouldthen

road:

"A11negotiated reductions in most favoured nation import tariffs
shall operate automatically to reduce or liminate margins of
preference."

THE CHAIRMAN: Leaving out also the dates?
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MR.MCKINON (Canada): Leaving out everything after that for discussion in

the proceduralmemorandum, where we have to go into these things in much

greater detail.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): That is the paint, we are not abandoning our

discussion, but we will try to work it out in detail in a procedural

memorandum, to sec how these situations applying the principle would be

handled.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think that is the best way, because as I said beforewhat we

arc doing here at the moment is simply to put some principles in the

Charter which will be debated after the first sot of negetiations. So I

do not see any point in trying to olaborate then at this point.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): I wonder whether, if the sontoncefinishes at "pre-

ference", the word "automatically" might not be embarrassing?

MR.MCKINNON (Canada): I quite are. I would like to delete the word

"automatically".

MR. COOMBS (Australia): It would then read:

"All nogotiated productions shall operate to reduce or olininete
margins of preference."

"Automatically" does not reallyadd anythingto it and suggeststhe sort of

thing which, presumably, wouldbe obodied in the procedural document.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): But the meeting is changed absolutely in regardto

countries which are not enjoying the preference.

THE CHAIRMAN:I cannot see that,, because "'automatically" is closely connected

with the second part of the sentence. If you will leave it at that, and

state here only the principle, working it out in the memorandum, after

you have had the memorandum and the first seto f negotiations you will know

how you want this clause to appear pormannontly in the Charter.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): But we do not delete the word "automatically until we

know what is in the prodedural memorandum.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Then we should refer to the memorandum in the Chartor.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): If you take away the word "automatically" the countries

which are not enjoying a preference will never be the first to make

negotiations until they are satisfied the thatthe preference will be
reduced accordingly.

THE CHAIRMAN:I wonder whether it would be wise here --

MR. VIDELA. (Chile): This word "automatically" is very important.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes but we could refer here t an annexe, being the

uemorandum on prodedure, which could later on be redrafted after the

first set of negotitations.Then we could simply leave out anything else

in this.

MR. SHACKIE (United Kingdom): Would it be well to let the sontence stand

reserved until the memorandum on procedure has been thoroughly dis-

cussed? It is difficult to say where the discussion may lead us, and

until we see thatit is difficult to seehow this sentence should be

worded.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): I think that is agood idea.

MR. ADARKAR (India): There iisa point I would to have recorded so

that we do not lose sight of it next time werefer to this particular

paragraph. In caso tho sontonco is alloviod to stand as it is," all

negotiated reductions in most favoured nation import tariffs shall

operate to reduce or oliminate margins of preferenee", this particular

provision should not exclude negotiationson the basis of preforential

margins unless it is agreecable to the parties concerned. That is to

say, it was Mr Hawkins idea that negotiations should not take place

at all on the basis of the margins, but should takeplace oxclusively

on the basis of the mostfavoured nation rate. That is an idea which

is not acceptable at the moment to the Indian Delegation. They
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would like it to be recorded that in their view negtiations on the basis

of proforontial rains as distinct from those on the bais of the rmost

favoured nation rate should also be permmitted.

MR. VIDELA (C ilo) Or vice'-versa?

MR. ADARKAR (India): A seconds point is that reductions in proforontial ratos

should not be required to invelve, or should not necessarily involve, a

reduction in the most favoured nation rate below the negotiated level

unless such a reduction is required to establish a negotiated margin of

preference. I repeat; the reductions in the preferentialrate need not

necessarily involve a reduction in the most favoured nation rate below a

negotiated lava .unless such a reduction is required to establish a nego

tiated margin of preference That is the consequence and corollary of

"A". That is ha.t I woant to onsur¢, that negotiations should bc cn the

basis of margins of prference where itsuits us, and secondlly, where we

have negotiated both a most favoured nation rate and a preferential rate

the final position should not require us to reduce the most favoured nation

rate below the level required to establish a negotiated margin of preference.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I should like to considor those ideas further,

but off hand I should say that there is more than mechanics involved in

that suggestion. There is a point of principle.

MR. ADARKAR (India): It is subject to the twocvor-riding considerations that

existing margins should not be increased oither, When I say negetiated

margins of preference, it is subject to the obligatio on the part of

members to see that existing margins are reduced and no now preferences

given. It is within the meaningofthat. Of course the provision

about new preforencos is covered by another pleause.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): In other words, your last stipulation is that

there can be no inerease in margins, but there can be bound margins ?
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MR..ADARKAR (India) There can be bond Margins and reduced margins.

MR.: HAWKINS (United States): It is the bound margins which bother me a little.

MR. VIDEla (Chile): In paragraph 1 are mentioned two very practical words,

"reciprocally"and "mutually". Why do we not say again in paragraph "B"

"reciprocal and mutually"? Or some similar wordling?

THE CHAIRMAN: I cannot see that it will help us hero.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): One possible situation sems to me not an unlikely

one, and I would like to knw the views of the Delegate of the United

States upon it. Suppose you got a country with preferential and most

favoured nation rates, and it receives a request for a reudction on one

item of the most favoured nation rate, aimed partly at a reduction of the

rate and partly at a mdification of the margin, as Mr. Hawkins said..

That item many be one which the country, for reasons associated with its

plans for future development, may be unwillingto bind because it contem-

plates entering into manufacture in that ficld itself. would these

provisions as they at present stand prevent, in that case, negotiations

relating to the margin? Suppose you have got, sticking to our standard

formula, a most favoured nation rate of 40 and a preferential rate of 30,

and the country is asked to reduce the former say to 30, wiping out the

margin. The interest of the country is partly in the reduction ofthe

rate and partly in getting on to equal competitive terms. Suppcse the

country replies, "That is an item which we propose to manufacture

ourselves", we therefore are not prepared either to reduce thu rate or

to bind it, because we may find it necessary to increase the rate to

50. We are however prepared to put yoa -in the sa!ie terias as the others

by the elimination of the proforence, that is by reducing the most

favoured nation rate at tho moment to 30 without binding, or alternatively

to eliminate the preference by an increase." Would that be possible

under these provisions as they stand?
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MR. HAWKINS (United States): Taking the case you cited, a reduced but

unbound rate is rather unusual, in fact I do not think I over heard of

ono. But assuming it in the case cited, you would have wiped out the

preforence but you would be free to move the rate wherever you liked.

It could. go up, but- it would be the same rate for all.

MR. MCKINNON(Canada): Both would go up?
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DR COOMBS (Australia): It is not an unlikely situation. Whether you

would be able to solve it by that method, I do not know; but that

seoes to mie to be a iot unlikely situation for a country to encounter -

to be prepared to modify preference net necessarily to bind itself

as to the rate of duty.

MR, HAWKINS (USA): I think that viould be in effect a way of negotiating

to climinatethe margin

DR coombs (australia : Yes.

mr hawkins(USA): You get into complicatons here when you try to

work out the procedure.

the chairman: I think we, must try to move some headway here. We are

all agred that in order to sce this thing clearly we shall have to

have the memorandum on the procedure of negotiations. For the tine

being I think we have only this question: do we leave this sentence

or wipe out "automatically"? There the remark was trade that we

should like to see the Memoradum first before we decide to wipe

out the wordl "automatically", so I think the best thing is to end

our disussions for the time being, leaving t.e first sentence as

such and provisionally agreeing to wipe out everything from "so

that".

MR McKinnon (Canada): Are we not also leaving the first sentence

provisionally?

mralamilla (Cuba): Yes, the whole thing- is bettor loft provisional.

the chairman to see the whole thing in writing ?

mr hawkins (USA): This is subject to the procedural arrangmentbeing

worked out.

the chairman: Yes. then f we do that we still have togo into the

third question, where we are supposed to have a new subparagraph c.

included, that the binding of the lower rates should be the same in

principle as the reduction of a high rate. Perhaps this can also be

dealt with in the memorandum.

mr hawkins (u.s.a.)Mr Chairman, that point is of a rather fundamental

and constitutional Importance, I night say.Whether it is put the way
-49-
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it has been phrased so far or not I should rather think that the countries

which are most concerned with the question wouldprobably want to see that

written into the charter. It is for thento say, but I should have thought

that would be so.

THECHAIRMAN: I agree that it is a fundamental point. Theproposal, if

I may remind the Committee, was that the new sub-paragraph c. should

rcal to the: effect that the binding of a ioul rate should have in

principle the same importance as the reduction of a high rate. That

was one of the points made during the discussion in the main Committee II.

MR IGONET (France)(Intcrprotation): This A.t;ans that the fart that a country

already has low tarifs should be takeninto consideration during the

negotiations for a Lunura1 reduction of tariffs?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

mr videna (Chile): I think it nas the Belgian delegate who raised this is

the Committee.

the chairman:Yes, and we made another point frorn our delegàtion.

mr mckinnon: In your readingofthewording just now, mr Chairman, I8

think you omitted the reference in the earlier text given us by Mr

Hawkins to "duty free treatment.

the chairman Yes.

mr mckinnn (Canada): The first wording was to the effect that the binding

of low rates or of duty-froc troat.ent should bu Liven equal importance

with roduations of hij- rates.

mr videla (Chile): Taking into account the proference as well? when we

are starting frosh nogotiations, if we have low tariffs at the time that

should bc taken into consideration along with the proferençes that are

existing. Supposing I am a country with excessive preferences and

another country has low tariffs, what I mean in that the consideration

of preforences should also take place and be binding here.

the chairman: If I have followed what you are saying, youmean this: that

the binding of a low rate or of a duty-froc entry into a country should be

considered as the same typo of concussion as tho reduction of a high rate

or the narrowing of a margin of preference?
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consider the preferences as the highest obstacle.

If the meeting is agreeable, we might ask our Rapporteur to draft raft

this clause, andCouldwe oull see thatat omeetingt i.eting. The only point

r we agree to its inclusions inclusi as sub-paragraph c. Ie that thc

feeling mmittee?o.rAgreed (iexoad.we ormally forilly request him

to do that.

The othcrwpoint nomemorandum presented by the ed by the Polish

Obsei'vo with regard to the question of countries which have not at this

moraen stabilised their currencyillThey wii have a certain time in which

to do that, but when they do it it mayemean amentdjust-.ie of certain

specific dutees w thc nev; value of currency in their country. That

Ves the spocimade int i.taoby the Pulish Observee, who doas not appear

to beavith umomenthe 1xowould like Mr Hawkins' advice againdvico aga

aswto ihat e swould.do vmatter.s i.iattu

ï7d VIDEI (Chile): This morningechnicalTacirnimm SueeCweaittec Ni had

a similar difficulty,sand we azked the representative of the International

1.ontarycomed to cor. in and advise uW on itcewe put mortain questions

to him about couitries whlch have not yet stabilised their exchange.

I think, therefore, that it usefulbe Itsefg to bIMFé eheeIkY roprosentative

into this discussion aed in a vcry short time ee could oxplain tu us what

is thc positeon ontries concernedccncL.rna.

MR HAWKlNS (USA). I thimoret is saor question of the effect of a

chaiage or deprociated currency upon the level of protectien affordod by

specific rates of duhinkI tliin thapointhere)oint' he.
MAN:C1;IRSN: a s have l chort note aeout iomhure freo the .ecrrhaps. Pehrhps

I mnay read it. It says this: European gurolpcw countries, previously

occupicd bm the eneny, At present have currencies thconvertibleiivertibl

and are likmainto reiuai so for a certdin perio, after the beginning of the

exchange transactio s of the'Inalrnatiow.. monetare Fund cSoe Artiele

20(4) Ff the meT Agreerint). Thisonransiticd mayerio-xl i go beyond the

date of the proposed tariff agreements and perhaps beyond the date of the

ontrycento foroi ofementagreuemnr. Thoir tariffsmain,d reuiain
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for some time, suspended or not caressed in a convertible.

currency. But after having stabilised their currency these

countries will have to revise their tariffs upwards in accordance

with the new par values of their currencies.There should be a

provision for inclusion (a) a signatory of the proposed agreement

who avails himself of the exception contained in article XX.

Section 4(a), of the IMF,to intrduce or change his tariff after

the entry into force of the new agreement; (b) if necessary, an

undertaking concerning his future tariff negotiations corrosponding

to those proposed Article 18 of the suggested United States Charter."

MR IGONET (France); Mr Chairman, I should like to point out that France

will be faced with the same difficulties. Our customs tariffs before

the war also were specific and since 1938 our currency has been

devaluated, and therefore the specific protection is not the sale in

value. We have tried to evaluate the percentage and it is on the

basis of the ad valorem value that we are going to enter into dis-

cussions. on the customs tariffs.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that is what we might call the starting point of

negotiations. In this agreement, as far as I can see, there is nothing

to say what the tariff will be when we start. The point is that when

we come to Geneva in April next year we will be expected to say,

"Those are my tariffs and those are my proposals andthese are my

requests". But in the ase of these other countries which have not

yet stabilised their currency and may not by that time have done so,

what are they to say? They will come along andsay, "I cannot enter

into those negotiations because I have no tariff at allas a basis for

such negotiations". I think that is the main point. He may say,

"Later on I can enter into negotiations, when I know what my tariff is,"

but, an far as I know, there is no obligation at all on him for the

time being. Is that the position?

MR HAWKINS (USA ): I think that if a country negotiating next year did not

have a tariff, or had one which wassuspended, it would create a difficult
position. There might be several ways of handling a case like that, one
of which might be that perhaps these countries should base their requests
upon their existing law, even though it might be insuspense; and
the response to such requests would have to be met in the light of the
adjustments other countries right be able to make in relation to them.
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That is the only proper way out ofour serious difficulties. I think

we have again got very difficult procedure. It is not help us much

until we consider the procedure on memorandum. I think we are right

in doing so, because it does no belong in a basic document.

Mr SHACKLE(UK): Might I make a point there. Of course I do not know

what the Polish observer at that time had inmind, but there is possibly

a difficulty which would exist even beyond the initial negotiation.

He may be suggesting that supposing he did agree to fix a specific rate

at a particular figure, then should there be some charge in the value

of his currency, that might have disturbing effects. It is concoivable

that he may see a difficulty in those circumstances in fixing a rate.

at all.

THECHAIRMAN: Then he could not enter into negotiations, because he would

have nothing to offer. You want to knowwhat you are trading.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): In circumstances like that there is nothing in the draft

charter which would compel negotiations in paragraph 3. You will notice

that the phrase in that paragraph deals with countries who, without

sufficient justification refuse to center negotiations. If the country

has not a tariff they are certain justified in postponing negotiations.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think the only print which I think is still worrying him

is this. we have the Charter and wehave atthe same time an obligation

to enter into that low tariff club, and he cammpt enter into that club.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): We are all members of the International Monetary Fund,

and therefore we have to accept the obligationsofstability of our

currency. Other countries may differgrealy on many things here.

THECHAIRMAN: He does not forosee the possibility of stabilising his

currency for perhaps two years. He fears that in that position we will

say to him, "Allright, you cannot enter us a member of the Charter". I

think that is the main sense of his argument.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): I do not think that would preclude his joining the

organisation..

Dr COOMBS (Australia): "Within a reasonable time" is the phrase.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): He would thereby subscribe to the general obligation to
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bring down tariffs. If so obedy invoked Article 3 and said:

"The Polish Government refuses to negottiate",and presents a case,

he then comes within the phrase "without sufficient justification".

THE CHAIRMAN: There seemsto beno difficulty at this stage except the

difficulty that we cannot enter into negotiationsfor the time being.

I think we will now adjourn and resumeour meeting with the discussion

of paragraph 2. The greeting is adjourned.

(The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.)

(For verbatim report of evening session, see Part 2

of E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/8).
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The meeting resumed at 8 p.m.:

THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. Before we come to paragraph 2 of
article 18 there are a few points in the memorandum of the

secretariat into which we ought to go so as to see how wewill

dispose of them. One is on page12 of the memorandum. You see

the remark of the Australian Delegate:

"Countries should not negotiate about reductions of

tariffs on a commodity the principalsupply of which

is outside the negotiating group."

I think that is a point which we ought to cover first, to see whether

we could dealwith it on the memorandum on procedure, which seems to

be our general escape clause at the moment

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I hesitate to say it, but I think it is a

matter which comes in the procedural memorandum. It certainly is

not the sort of thing that would go into the Charter. I think I would

agree that normally speaking, and without making it a rigid rule,

negotiations might be confined to products of which the countries

concerned are the chief suppliers. In that way there is some

inducement, some motive, for other countries to carry out their obliga-

tions under paragraph 1 of the Article and enter into negotiations in

order that the products in which they are primarily interested may

receive consideration. I would like to rather stress the point that I

do not think you can lay down an absolutely rigid rule on this point.

For example, there are quite a numbe of products of which ex-enemy

countries were the chief suppliers in the past; but other countries now

are and are likely to be the chief suppliers of those products. I think

it would be better, if you are going- to phrase any general rule, to say

"products of which the countries concerned are actually or potentially the

chief suppliers." However, I should hatu to see that rule absolutely

rigid. I think you might find exceptions to it, so that if it were

adopted in the memorandum of procodure I think it should be rather

loosely worded.
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.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any comments on that? I think we can all agree with Mr.

Hawkins that in order not to make those coming negotiations too difficult

and complicated one should as a rule try to confine ones .demands to the

principal supplier, but we should try to make it more flexible. We will

ontrust that to our faithful rapporteur.
Then we have another point which could perhaps bo explained -

I think there, are a few Australian delegates in thc background. That point

is:

"If internal measures taken by a Government to ameliorate the
hardship - not forseen during tha negotiations - resulting
from concessions afforded to other countries, such Govornment
should be entitled to seek postponement of introduction of
concessions made."

Is it an escape clause or something of that kind?

MR. COOMBS (Australia): I think that should be consideredin later

THE CHAIRMAN: I am rather doubtful whether we canstart writing in escape

clauses in that way. What does Mr. Hawkins think?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think the point was that they were intcndod

to go in Article 29.

MR. COOMBS (Australia): That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will deal with it then whon we discuss Article 29. I have

still a last sot of remarks, on page 16 of the memorandum, where the

Delegate of Chile put forward some reasons for exceptions. They are:

"Chile wishes to stipulate exception in the case of `circumstances
in which a refusal to reduce tariffs would be considered
Justified, viz.:

(a) when a concession affects or might affect a national industry
in its initial stage of development".

We will doal with that when we come to the question of employment.

"(b) When a concession affects or might affect a national industry
which is vital to production and employment in a particular
region and cannot easily be replaced by another industry;

(c) when home industries are sufficient to supply internal
consumption;

(d) when homo industries use for the most part domestic raw
materials."
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Those points all come up with regardto the question that members should

be prepared to enter into reciprocal and mutually advantageous nego-

tiations, and so on.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): On the first point,

THE CHAIRMAN: The question of employment will be referred toat a later

MR. HAWKINS (United States): With regard to (b), "national industry which

is vital to production and which cannot casily bc replaced," I think this

is a case where the country concerned would simply have to say that it

was unable to take action on that particular product. It might cost

them something to do do, because thay right lose concessions for their

exports, but they would not be precluded from saying it and would not be

compelled by anything in the Charter to reduce or bind that rate.

On (c), "where home industry is sufficient to supply the demand",

a somewhat similar consideration applies except that , should think the

country concorned would want to ask itself whether those industries are

suppling home consumpion at a reasonable price, or whether a little

healthy competition might not be useful, but in generalthe same point

=pplies. If in thecase of that product there were reasons. which made
it difficult to takeaction, that would be taken into consideration.

THECHAIRMANL Butisit not truck that if we put in all these exceptions,

if we always play for safety, what is the use of those negotiations?

We are supposedto offer something. There is nothing we offer if we are

always on the safe side. If a country triad to use all those escape
clauses, if I may so call them, the other members will say, "Look here,
you are not playing ball."

MR. BURR (Chile)(Interpretation): I wonderwhether, when the denial is

justified, we could not use the same terms as in Article 29.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If that is so, perhaps we could refer to it when we come to

Article 29.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I do not think that fits in Article 29, does it?

All those are exceptions, in the casa of circumstances in which a refusal to
reduce tariffs would be considered justified Article 29 covers a case

where a concession has been made and duty reduced and then, because of

something not foreseen at the time of the negotiations, there has been a

sudden flood ofimports, and there might be a temporary cancellation of

the concession, under the machinery prescribed there.I think we should

be extremely urwise to take this in as exceptions when they are really taken

care of in the negotiating process.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I would like to support that. If we once

start specifying particular casesAlmost every country will have some

specific case which it will justifiable able to claim should bo included.
Ono could mention a country which during thewar lost a considerable Part

of its foreign investments and for that reason made and excuse for not

making tariff reductions. There is no end to it once you start.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am inclined to agree there because, as I hava stated before,

in my opinion negotiating means that you really have something to offer.

It means also sacrifices must be made, otherwise thewhole spirit of the

Charter will be wiped out. As for my country, we accept those things for

tho common well-being, so I would very much advise against including all

those special circumstances. Of course members are entirely free to give

theirarguments against it.

MR. LECUYER(France)(Interprotation): We must not lose sight of the fact that

all this will lead to negotiations first on the bilateral and then on the

multilateral plan, according to the procedure which will be fixed later.

We should not lose sight of the fact that in the course ofthosenegotiations
each county will state its difficulties, why it cannot lower tariffs
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absolutely or relatively, and each naturally will give its reasons. Each

will say why it cannot be generous regardingconcessions, so I think all

these exceptions will have been envisaged in the negotiations. Each country

will present its own situation and I do not think it is of any use to

mention those exceptions here.

MR. BURR (Chile): I do not insist.

THE CHAIRMAN: Havingdealtwith those arguments the only other points that he.

to be dealt with are when we discuss pararagraph3. We now have to deal

with paragraph 2, "Each member participation in negotiations pursuant to

paragraph 1 of this article shall keep the organisation informal of the

progress thereof and shall transmit to the Organisation a copy of the

agreement or agreements incorporating the results of such negotiations."

I do no think that willraise any difficulties.

Adopted.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then weget paragraph 3. This has been called the penal

clause. Here there are a few arguments stated,but this is a very

important article and I prefer to ask Mr. Hawkins' to explain it to us.

MR. HAWKINS (United states): I think I can best explain it by reading the

Article andcommenting on the main points.

"If any member considers that any othermember has failed, within
a reasonable period of time"

note that reasonable time is allowed

"to fulfil its obligations under paragraph1of this Article"

- that is, has foiled to respond to requests to negotiate and take effeectiv

action in the negotiations -

"such member"

- that is, the complaining member -

"may refer the mattter to the Organisation, which shall investigate
the mater and make appropriate recommendations to the members
concerned. "

The word "recommendation in that case may be a recommendation to the
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to the member which has refused to negotiate or failedto accomplish

anything in the negotiations, in order to learn that the difficulty is.

"The Organisation, if it finds that a member has, without
sufficient justification, failed to negotiate with such
complaining number,"

- "without justification" should be underlined, because there will

be cases in which it will be impossible at once to negotiate, such as

those mentioned this afternoon, as when a country is just revising its

tariff policy, or whose currency may have depreciated.

"... if it finds that a member has, without justification,
failed to negotiate withsuch complaining member as required
by paragraph 1 of this article, may determinethat the com-
plainig member, or in exceptional cases the members of the
Organisation generally, shall, notwithstanding the provisions
of Article 8, be entitled to withhold from the trade of the
other Member any of the tariff reductions hich the complaining
member, or the members of the Organistion generally, as the case
may be, may have negotiated in pursuance of paragraph 1 of this
Article, and if such reductions are in fact withheld, such other
member shall then be free, within 60 days after such action is
taken, to withdraw from the Organisation on 60 days notice to
the Organisation."
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Going back now to the long sentence, I call your attention first to the

words withoutut justification", and that the Organisation "may determine

that the complainingMember, or in exceptional cases the Members of the

Organisation generally, shalI, notwithstanding the provisions of
Article

8, be entitled to withhold from the trade of the other Member anyof the

tarifff ruductions which the complaining Member, or the Members of the

Organisation generally, as the case may be, may have negotiated".

Now, the whole effect of that is that if negotiations have not been

entered into by a country and it has no justification for it, the

benefits of the tariff reductions which have been made by the complaining
member or members - and this is of some importance- can be withheld

from the member who has failed to co-oporate or to carry out his obligations

under the first paragraph of the article.

MR McKINNON (Canada): I suppose that "any" there would mean '"any or all"?

THE CHAIRMAN: The matter is now open for discussion.

MR ADARKAR (India): Mr Chairman, there are onu or two points of clarification

concerning this paragraph. It is not quite clear, Sir, whether the penalties

which are contemplated in this paragraph will be applicable at all to the

countries which will take part in the initial negotiations or whether the

arrangements agreed-amongst this initial group of countries willbe

more or less taken as the standard with reference to which the concessions

made by the new members will be judged.This point is rather important

because it is not quite clear whether the negotiations referred to in

paragraph 1 refer only to the negotiations which are to take place next

Spring or to the whole series of negotiations. That is one point, Sir.

ln any case, the attitude of the Indian delegation towards the principle

underlying this paragraph is broadly this: that the question of penalties.

is a. very delicate one and the undertaking to impose penalties on other

countries can properly be considered only after we have some experience with

the kind of multilateral negtiations that are contemplated. It is the

first tine that we are experimenting in this process of multilateral

tariff negotiations, and weshould see how these work - how many countries
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feel genuine difficulties in making tariff inductions - and it is only

after seeing that that each country will be ableto decide what will be

the practical implications of applying this kind of sanctions to the

countries concerned. We feel, Sir, that in the case of other international

organisations like the International Monetary Fund a country can either keep

out or get out of the organisation without incurring any penalties whatever;

and it is therefore a difficult natter for a country which in the case of

this organisation finds that by being outside the organisation it is

incurring very severe penalties, in that its trade will be subject to

dislocation in several countries. Generally speaking, ve believe that

equality of treatment and a reduction of tariffs should be treated as two

distinct principles. It is possible for a country to agree to complete

equality of treatment, while it may have genuine difficulties in making

substantial reductions in tariffs. If it agrees toequality of treatment

it will also make a contribution to the promotion of international trade

which is worth something, and we should not deny ourselves the benefit of

that contribution merely because the country has certain difficulties in

offering reductions of tariffs. We do not know at this stage what is

going to be the network of our commercial relations in the next few years.

It is quite true that thc countries which are represented at the preparatory

meeting are countries which have been responsible and which have accounted

for the major part of our foreign trade, but with the change in the economic

structure of the country and with an increase in industrial production it

is quite possible that the whole position of our export trade will undergo

very material change; and if that happens our trade relations with countries

which are at present not included in the preparatory, group will change.

Our trade with those countries will certainly increase. It in therefore a

matter of very great consequence with us that we should not accept any

undertaking which may have the result of disrupting our trade relations

with countries with which we hope to develop tirade. Therefore at this stage

countries in the position of India are not able to see the future clearly,

and they would therefore prefer that, on the analogy of article 31, which

has been deferred for later consideration, this paticular provision should
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also be deferred. They fuel that such a procedure would also be

conducive to the bettor conduct of the tariff negotiations. Each

country with the proposed negotiations before it should, be in a

position to consider the demandsfor tariff concessions on their own

merit and should not also have to take into account this further

consideration that if it faiIs to make concessions it may be sub-

jectod to certain reprisals. So we feel, Sir, that the whole

process should rest on a mutually advatageous basis. It should be

an association of willing members and it should bemutual

interest and not coercion that should be the sanction behind the

whole thing; and we think, therefore, that from this point of view

it will create the proper setting fop these negotiations if we do

not hold this threat over the heads of the negotiating parties;

and from that point of view I fuel we should defer consideration

of this particular provision until we have some experience

of this must difficult and model experiment in multilateral

tariff negotiations.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I think theanswer to the first query of the Indian delegate

as to whether it should refer to the coming negotiations or to the

future negotiations should be that normally speaking it should be totheho

future negotiations, because eh- Chaetor willonctebchtnere when we hevo

our first negotiations ineGevzwa.However,cr ww vill have to treat the

future negotiations dn= eho first negotiations in theamest way,ose it

certainly has a bearin ,,im ;y opinion, on ehQ first negotiations. But

you are not officially memberbr up toowac because you are not a member

untiloycu have accepted the Charter as such.

thit regard to the second point, m nust say I find it a little

diif cult, because you are not in a position to gedefiniteit conclusions

with regard tmembers .iwho do not fulfill their obligations, because

they would get outebofore that and ehcyowculd be nomembersab, and we

would then be in theamepositionio. amquiteitin agrmenten with the

idea underlying it, that ifewc allosomething and give certainrt
concessions and accepteccatzin obligations ineboing memberai of that

club if m,ey use that expression - it should not be allowed for another

te more iotc the cluandnc say, "amhere and thereth is nothing more to

be said about ".,,

PARANAGUAAi (Brazil): I have merdoubts'abooout this tariff negotiation,

and I would be glad if I could asMr.à, Hawkins about this, The tariff

negotiation

THEHAIRMANZA: On a point of order, wd Ciscussed ehu principlo cf the

negotiations this afternoon. ItsiX mpryly a question of the penalty

clause.

MrARAWAUGtA (Brazil): Thmethod hoof negotiation untilowcr, as I haveescen

it, isote present a list of products to countries int erested, and there

are 17 countries. Tham leans 256 listo enc countrpreersentingote the

others. To examine this list is aevcry difficult question, and if they

are not examined in time aeponaltcaannebo givengainstti the country.

eryer cntrytrsiu obligedote study eh( list,ote consult eho organisations
concerned, a d'mmerciaial soasciations,ndui all that will take enmousCu
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time. I cannot understand how we can finish that in thatin time, andifit

is not finished in time it is unreasciable for a country to have a

penalty against. it. It is more like an imposition than a

negotiation. It means we are obliged to agree. We have always

this menace facing us, "If you do not agree, you fail". There is

another Article here saying that a country, in the case of emergency,

can suspend the concession. Why so condescendigly in the case of

an emergency and so drastic against a member in saying that they failed

in their negotiations. We might receive unreasonable requests, and we
be

do not want to/accused of failing. There is another aspect, too.

Sometimes the negotiations cango very slowly, because one country is

a non-member, and we arc not going to lose our trade with a neighbour

who is not a member and incur a penalty. I would like to have sone

explanation about these cases.

Mr HAWKINS (United States): Mr Chairman, if you can tolerate me for ten

minutes I should like to outline the whole procedure as we see it and try

to pick up these questions in the course of the outline. I should like

to give you our conception of the procedure and how it would work, and

also how this third paragraph fits into it. Our idea is that next

Spring the countries who are members of this Preparatory Committee - 17

or 18, or however you count them - would negotiate schedules for the

reduction of tariffs. In answer to one of the delegate's questions

which referred to the nature of these schedules, there would be 17

schedules and not 256 schedules. Each of the 17 countries would offer

a schedule of tariff reductions applicable to the imports of interest to

the other 16. In a sense that does amount to that many bilateral

agreements, but it can be a groat deal more simple than having 256

bilateral negotiations, and for this reason. The United States, for

example, finds on looking over the schedule of, we will say, the United

Kingdom, that there are some reductions which are not adequate, and we

are not very happy about them"
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If it were a bilateral negotiation, we would do what we once did -

spend about two years negotiating. We will have before us,

however, the sixteen other schedules simultaneously. We will

look at all wc are granting, and we will consider the benefits we

are getting from all the other fifteen countries. They may more

than compensate as a whole for any deficiencies there may be in a

particular country's schedule as it affects our products, so that we

do not need to be so particular. We do not need to haggle, as is

often done in bilateral negotiations.

MR. PARAGUA (Brazil) : Does thatmean that theproductswouldall

be the same? Theyare not different? Forexample, thelist

presented to the Brazilian Governmentwould not be the same asthe

list presently to the other Governments?raruentp?

NS. ïItK12Take the American schedulerisam schmes it cor.; out of the

negotiThe schedule2 zohedul thatmeould would apply.-;ld arp to the

products of iotsixteenu ritxtoc countriwill run in then1 in th3

orrer offf schedule, and the commitment on each rate willrate Y.41

not be to themainnlyy nairnly interestede brt on cor theae OI- i.

others. Isinglene :nz'schedule -- an obligao the otherc ot.-cr

sixteen countriewill Ie v;il bc ratherandlong aie elschedule.clizdulO

We inmake ts ra.k it so;

isgto para thecohn3.,e wurtriarethambers mfthis o?' thi

Preparmmittee represent,przent, I think, aogood crios-seot;Ln of

the coof the world., ouhaveYul hgeoga'l jEographic regions

tedresYouhave large countries,you have smallcountnL.cQunries.

You hariesowithdifferent systems of temoing and youhaae.c youvo

s in different stages of development. What such Wat a

group of countries ll e in thS way of tariff reductions creates

a fair standarge whatjud vat other countrt to do.. o do.
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If you will refer to Article 56, it provides that when these

seventeen countries, which, I repeat, are pretty representative

of all sort of conditions, have concluded their negotiations and

have elaborated these seventeen tariffschedules, those schedules

would represent a text by which to judge what other countries

should be expected to do. Those seventeen countries would be

constituted as an interim tariff committee for the purpose of

judging how far other countries not parties to the original

negotiations should go. You would expect, given the very

representative character of that group, that they would be

reasonable and tolerant, and ready. to take into account almost

any condition which any other country might be inn imjiaking a

juemraent as to whether such other country had got far enough with

its negotiation.

"s each other county mpleteset its negotiations and comes

up to the standard set by ehc original seventeenounJutries, it

uldLl be ddled to the ietcrim tariff mmitteett, and the provision

eoas onota say that when two-thirds ofhelà countries ermemberser

of the cmiuiteec, the whole conference tekis it over.

Vithin that framework I should like to try to answer sane

of the questions. The first questions were raised by the

Delegate of India. It was whether the penalty provisions would

be applicable under complaint of moie country other than the

original negotiating group againsmembersbe or that group. I

inkin they would. Ifsomeor outsddc country that sa3 not a party

to the original negotiations should want to negotiatw vith a

country a member of eho original group, in derleota get more

favouraelo trtment of his product which had not been co covered by
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the initial negotiations, it could complain and the procedure of

Article 3 could be invokedagainst that country if it were

unreasonably refusing to negotiate. I think, however, in practice

it would turn out that the original negotiating group would probably

have gone as far as other countries would bc expected to go, and that

the provisions of paragraph 3 are more likely in practice to be

applicable to countries which did not participate in these thorough-

going initial negotiations.

The next point of the Indian Delegate was that these

provisions in paragraph 3 should be set aside until some future

time; I think he had in mind a time some time after the initial

negotiations next spring had been completed. My only comment on

that is this, that there would be somewhat less inducement for

countries te enter into those negotiations if it were possible by not

entering into them and by invoking most-favoured -nation clauses of

a bilateral agreement to get very substantial benefits without

conferring any. The Delegate of India spoke of pennalties and of

coercion. I do not think that is really a proper description of

what is contemplated. I think it would be fair to say that countries

which do not conform; to the provisions of the first paragraph of

articlee 18 fail to get benefits. It is not as though penalty duties

were applied, or that extra increased duties were put on. The provision

is merely that they would not get the benefit of reductions in duties

which other countries had made and which they extend to countries which

have also, reduced the duties.

I do not know, whether I have answered all the questions or not,

or whether my explanation is satisfactory, but if not I should be glad

to try to clarify those points.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Before we proceed further I would like to say a few words

about how I see things after the explanation of Mr. Hawkins. Firstly,

in Geneva wewill have 17 or 18 countries coming together to negotiate.
How we will deal then will be covered by our memorandumof procedure.

We only have before us the principle of what will be expected of us in

the first place, under article 18. We can leave that for the time

being with what Mr. Hawkins has said about how he envisagecs negotiations

taking place, which will be covered as far as is suitable in the

memorandum.

The second stop comeswhen we have had the negotiations which have

resulted in something - tariff reductions and so on, which for the time

being will or will not come into force. If they come into force for

the time being before the world conference, we would then have the

question whether it should apply to all countries for a certain specified

period until those countries have had a chance to enter into - to use

the phrase again - the low tariff club. That would be after the world

conference. When the world conference is a success were on with the

charter, and we go on with the whole procedure of further tariff reduc-

tions and tariff negotiations. We would then have 17 or 18 countries

who have studied this for a long time making an agreement in April.

They could say fairly soon, "Yes, we will definitely accept the obligations

of the Charter." There will then be the 18 countries mentioned in

Article 56 being the Interim Tariff Committee. If I am not right in that,

perhaps Mr. Hawkins would correct me later on.

This committee will then judge of the new members who have accepted

the world Charter at the world conference. At the world conference, with

36 countries, we cannot have a complete set of tariff negotiations. Again

if I am wrong I would like Mr. Hawkins to correct me. You more or less

accept the obligation to enter into tariff negotiations in the same spirit

as the former countries. They are provisionally new members and have an
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obligation to enter into tariff negotiations; andalready theexisting

members would have an obligation to enter into new negotiations if it

was found in March that not enough had been done in certain cases

Once the new members have accepted the obligation to negotiate we would

find that the Interim Tariff Committee would have to judge within a

reasonable time, whether they had failed to fulfil their obligations
without sufficient justification. I think there cannot be much

objection to that. I would like to Mr.Hawkinsto say if I have under-

stood him accurately in relating the procedurewhichI have just

sketched out. Wealso have to take it that we will have succeeded

in solving the difficulty with regard to the relationship of non-

members, which was left out of Article 31, in which he said we could

not dealwith it now before we knew more about the negotiations in

Geneva, and perhaps the world conference.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Might I suggest tha there isperhaps a

certain difference between the position of non-members under Article 31

and the position under paragraph 3
of

this Article of provisional.
members, who maynot have negotiated satisfactory tariff reductions.

It seems to me that in the caseof the provisional members who have not

negotiated satisfactory tariffreductions there is a difference, inthat

by the fact of becoming provisional members they have already agreed to

go through this procedure; and if the procedure into which they have agreed

to do involves these penalties as part of the procedure, then they have

accepted those consequences in advance. In that way they differentiate

themselves from the pure non-members under Article 31.

THE CHAIRMAN: I entirely agree with that. I only made the remark because

in my opinion in settling the question with regard to the non-members

there may not be sufficient incentive to comeinto the club, because

there would be hardly enough. Mr. Hawkins, perhaps you would say if I

stated it correctly.
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MR. HAWKINS (United States): I believe you did. I cannot think of

any point in it which caused me any doubt.

THE CHAIRMAN: We now have to look into this with regard to procedure.

MR. ADARKAR (India): With regard to the question of givingsomething

without receiving anything, is not it a difficulty which arises

whereverany country operates the most-favoured-nation tariff?

The principle has been to main principle of Indian tariffs,

apart from Imperial Prefercnce - which was in 1922. Therefore, if

India has made any chances in tariffs the benefit of that has gone

to all the countries in the world with which she was trading, without

receiving any great reward.

THE CHAIMAN: Thereagain I think we hive to refer to what we discussed

this afternoon. We added two clauses of principle to Article 18:

one was on the question of industrialdevelopment and employment,

for Committee I and II combined; the other was the question of the

low tariffs being the same as a reduction of a high tariff, or the

decrease of preference. I think that would cover your point.

That will be taken into consideration once it is seen whether a

member has without sufficient justification -- you understand that --

failed to fulfillits obligations.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The difficulty with us is that we do not know what

types of cases will arise in which penalties will have to be involved.

We do not know yet how the principle of, for example, remaining tariffs

concessions would apply to economic devolopment, as Mr. Coombs said this

afternoon. We have not sufficient information on that as yet, and that

is our main difficulty.

THE CHAIRMAN: There again you do not accept the Charter before the

negotiations. You accept the Charter after the negotiations, and even

after the world conforence. Therefore, I do not think this difficulty can

arise.
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MR. ADARKAR(India): Maybe not as far as the original members of the

Preparatory Committee are concerned, but it will arise in regard to other

members; and in so far as penalties are applied to those membersit

will affect the trade relations between tho original members and the

other members.

MR. McKINNON (Canada).: What do the various speakers mean by the word

"penalty"? There is no penalty mentioned in this Article. No

penalty is suggested in the Article, directly or indirectly. I am

unable to follow tht discussion to date.

THE CHAIRMAN: Withholding the tariff ruductions.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Quite, but that is no penalty. That is merely the

withholding of a favour that was to be granted to those who joined the

"club." There is nothing suggestive of a penalty about it. For that

reason I just have not beenable to toallow the discussion.

MR.ADARKAR (India): There are two ways of describing the samething.

When five or six countries withhold the benefit of tariff reductions

from one country, and when a number of its competitors are eligible

for it, that is a situation in which the trade of the country from

which the concessions are withheld is bound to suffer, and any

suffering of that sort is a penallty.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Surely it is no penalty to withhold the privileges

of the "club" to anyone who has failed to become a member? There is

no penalty involved in that.

MiR. HAWKINS (United States): I wouldlike to point out one think, that may

have been overlooked, It may be the delegate for India is overlooking it.

This is not a mandatory withholding, of benefits. This does not require

the benefits to be withheld. The number who is complaining about another

member could be authorised to withhold benefits.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): By the Organization.
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MR. HAWKINS (United States):. By the Organization. Allowance is made for

the possibility that all might be authorised, but they would not be

required: they would only be authorised to withhold. Now, there iss

one sort of cicomnstanc .teore whchmakes it desirable that alll

embers bee authoriecd in particular cases to withhold eoefiits. Let

us support teocomplaininggmember is one e of thoec raeo countres w ith

a low leeol of tarfefs.
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Let us suppose the concessions are mainly binding. It has not got much

to withhold.In these circumstances there arebound to be a number of
other countries affected by the failure of the number complained of

to reduce its tariffs, and the Organisation, in these circumstances, may,

broaden the authorisation to all members,sothat they can withhold the

tariff cuts they made, they having made many more, possibly, than the

complaining member whose tariff is low and has been in large measure

bound.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have now heard the further explanation of Mr. Hawkins, and

I think the position must now. be fairly clear.Can we agree to this

clause as it is?

MR. ADARKAR (India): I think the Delegation of India would like some time

to consider the fullimplications of this. I think the clause includes

an important point of principle. It would be better from the point of

view of the Delegation of India at rate if consideration of this

clause were deferred.

THE CHAIRMAN : Therterms of reference of this Committee are just to pre-

parc and discuss thc different articles to ser whether or not alterations

in thr Draft arr nrcessary, not committing the members here. They should

be free, if it comes up again in Committee II, to make any reservations

they still wish to make. Our point is whether we can still improve vO on

the draft or not. we vznnotagree on itonwe vu eava to seatcath-t,

but as I eako it that ywant more time toreflect on it, perhaps if wes i

e&opt thas Lrteclc as it is ywouldou. eafo Vulleedom to referto it it

again inetmaina nmmina.eetoc.

IA. RDAPKJR (India)W .rould ie bc recorded inetha review thwe we vouhave .VO

preferrodetwholehol provisioo havebeentaken up for considerationiao
afterethcgneCotiations eavaken place in Spring?M?

. SHACKLEEUnitedKingdomgo):MayIa I ggestus thatewo should probaylY have
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to take a decision about this not later thanthetime at which the Springn

negotiations are held, andwhen they are concluded will become a

question to which we shall actually have to have an answer. I feel that

we cannot defer a decision until after that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think that was the idea of the Delegate of India,not to go

further until after Geneva, if we can agree. May be he could agree pro-

visionally at the main Committee's meeting, but ut I weantod to eivcmtimeino

to coner this qs question.

MR.AARIUNAAGU (BrazilAt the time of these tariff negotiations the Charterer

ll come into force, will it not, among the 17 members? That menaans that

uo sll11 be bound by the whelu Charter. Thatmpliesli to a certaiextetont

the revision of eho Charter.

MR.AWHWKINS (Unetod States): deror e presentp planhemeeting next Springri

villebc theesCcondeeting of the preparatory committee which is formulatingti

a Draft Charter for smbnissn to a world conference. At thesame timethein

mbersrs of the ercparatory mmissionCl arimplementing among no tmseoulves

enc of the oiga"ations of ehc arletornamelyly ehî provisions of pagraErph 1

Article u 18. I do not suppose atIt eh; Chaetor wll!ateko foal effectt

mong the members of the preparatory Commiittee, although you would expect

that, they having formulated and agreed to it, the" would export it and

adhere to it in the full Conference As to the tariff part, the tariff

schedules, there is a question as to whether they might not decide to put

it into effect sooner;. They do not have to, but they might decide to. If

they did there would be certain thins in Chapter 4 which they would pro-

bably iiant to incorporate by rapports - certain things which are related

to the tariff schedules. To give one illustration, the provisions regarding

quantitative restrictions. If that is not done the tariffschedules would
becomemeaningless. National treatment regarding internal taxes would be

anothor, safeguarding th concessions granted, otherwise a discriminatory
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internal tax might nullify tariff concessioins. There are certain things of

that sort which, if theschedule were putinto effect at once by the 17

countries, could be put into effect by rapports to the Charter. The

formal adherence of the members would presumably not takeplace until the

world Conferece later on.

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil): I understood that by this note on page 37. There is

a footnote to Article 56, according to which I havethe impression that

more or less all the principles embodiedin this Charter would be put

into force among thecountries signing the tariff agreement.

MR. LECUYER (France): If we can agree in January or February regarding
certain tariff reductions, itmaybe interesting to have the Charter

enter into force as soon as possible, as in that case a minimum of

conventions would have to be agreed to. It may be that some provisions
might enter into force at the same time as the tariff reductions. Then,

if I remember correctly the term of the firstAmericanmemorandum, it

was envisaged that at last we should think ofthis if the tariff

negotiations were satisfactory. But then it would be useless to

ccnsider the third paragraphof Article 18 at this stage. That does

not necessarily imply that this text is an intangible one - it is only

a mere possibility. It might come into force if the text was agreed to

and if the negotiations weresatisfactory.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that was always the underlying idea.Nothing will

come into force if we do not succeed with our negotiations andso on in
Geneva.Therefore the idea is that we should try to clear this text as

much as possible so as to prevent further work. in Geneva, when we shall

have enough to do. We cannot have these meetings again.

- 75 -
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Then, subjcct to the reservation of the delegate of India, do we

agree tothe principle here? I have one further point to raise,

and it is this difficulty: that we do not only withhold tariff

concessionsin this charter. There are my other obligations we

take upon us. I think I must raisethis because the positions of

certian countries are so difficult, as Mr Hawkins pointed out, with

regard to countries with low tariffs. The point is whether we add

here, after "withhold from the trade ofthe other Member any of the

tariff reductions which the complainingmember,or the Members of the

Organisation generally, as the case may be, may have negotiated",

some words such as "or other obligations which may have been granted

in the charter such as the eliminationof quantitative restrictions

pursuant to Article 18 of the charter", andthen go on with "and if

such reductions are in fact withheld", and soon; and perhaps at the

beginning of the suntence we should say "in special cases". But the

question I wouldlike to ask Mr.Hawkins is whether we put it in here

or simply restrict ourselves to the tariff reductions. Did I make my

meaning clear?

MRHAWKINS (USA.): Mr Chairman, if I get the, sense of that it is this:
that

that under the draft as it is the benefitsi/would be withheld are only

the tariff benefits; but you, in effect, are saying that a country or

countries might be authorised to withhold any of thebenefits granted

under Chapter IV of the charter?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. That, in my opinion, is here logical than it is now.

MR HAWKINS (USA.): Theeffect of that, I think, is to make it pretty

severe, let again whether it doesso dependsonwhat these other

obligations are. If there is a generalundertaking not to use

quantitativerestrictions subject to certain exceptions, then the thing

a country would be relieved of would be that obligation, which would mean

that they do not merely withholdbenefits but they would be entitled to

put on real penalties inthe form of quantitative restrictions. I see

fully the logic of the point, but I wonder first whether it is not

unnecessarily severe. I think that the case which you must have
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in mind is the case of a complaining country which has a low level of

tariffs. That is somethig to consider. My point was that in that sort

of case the Organisation could authorisedother membes to withhold tariff?

beefits. Now youwill ask, I am sure, what is their interest in doing it.

The answer to that is that inevitably other countries than the low tariff

countries could have an interest in the reductions oftariffs by the member

complained of. I am quite sure that that is not conclusive - what I have

just said - but there aresome considerations tthere which I think to bear on

the point.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): It strikes me there is possibly a further point here in that

while the withholding of particular tariff reductions is, so to speak, a

measure which can be completely and fully defined (you know exactly how far

it goes and whatit involves) when you get away from tariffs and are dealing

with other maters such as quantitative restrictions and so on, and subsidies,

it is not at all easy to see exacatly what would be involved. by reverting to

the previous regime. Would it involve putting back your quantitative

restrictions and then giving to the particular country concerned a quota

of the same size as it had before, or what? It is difficult to see what

would be involved. in reverting to the previous regime in matters other than

tariffs.

THE CHAIRMAN: I will certainly not insist on this. I only wanted to point

out here that perhaps it is a.good things for a low tariff country, which

will not have many things to do, It will simply ask the brothers in the

"club" with high tariffs to impose tthe penalties. It: comes down to that.

That is the only point I want to make.

MR.HAWKINS (USA): I think this would help to meet your point; to substitute

"benefits" for "reductions" and say "be entitled to withhold from the trade

of the other Member any of the tariff? benefits", and so on. That would

release a low tariff country from its bindings.

MR McKINNON (Canada): It struck me that your suggestion, Mr Chairman, does

add to the severity of the paragraph, and that it was not entirely logical,

either, in that it destroys the consonance between the so-called offence

and what someofthose present have been calling the punishment. After all,
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what the country country complained of has failedto do is one thing-tonegotiate

the tariff reductions - and thereforehaving failed to do that one thing,

the others withhold from themthe beneifit ofthe tariff reductions that

they make. I think it might be going pretty farafield to impose upon them

what might then become penalties but which are not penalties, to my mind

in any shape or form here. If the paragraph were to be mademore severe,

I should submit that the proper to do it would be to makeitmandatory

upon the othor member towithholdthebenefit, because under the article

as it stands, ifwehad18 members inthe club and one compleely failed to

carry out his obligations, it is only optional upon then to withold the

benefite and your night have mine or ten deciding not to withhold them

and the remainder of the group withholdingthem. Therefore Ithinkthat

if it is not severe enough as it is it is in that aspect; but Iwould not

think it fair to impose upon them other punishments. if you want to call it

that, beyond a mere withholding of the tariff benefits.

THE CHAIRMAN I only raised hepoint because I am from a country which would

not be able to do much in this way. I still think perhaps it would be

wiser to take over the suggestion of Mr Hawkins andspeak of tariff benefits

and not of tariff reductions.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): A very important point arises here. It is very

important to have tariff reductions but if wehave restrictions that will

nullifythe reductions. I would call attention toa the note here at the

bottom of page 37: "It is contempletedthat the Agreement would contain

schedules of tariff concessions and wouldincorporate certain of the

provisions of Chapter IV of the Charter (e. g. the provisions relating to
most- favoured nation treatment, to nationol treatment on internal taxes and

regulations to quantitative restrictions, etc. :" That is your' points

THECHAIRMAN Yes.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil) If we are to have the reduction of tariffs nullified

because of these restrictions the agreement will be absolutely useless

THE CHAIRMAN . A former should also undertake not to apply those restrictions.

MR PARANAGUA(Brazil): .That is the reason why I asked if to a certain extent.
the charter would be in force amongst the countries having the agreement and
I think we must have thut, because that means the real enforcement of the
tariff concessions. 79
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MR McKINNON 41 (Canada); I not want to misunderstood. I haveno

objection whatever to making it much mere severe. We think it errrs on

the a different way if it is to be made more severe, then I think there

is a different way of doing it. I couldnot help noticing that those of

those present second to feel that it was already tco severe.

Mr HAWKINS (United States): I just wanted to refer to what the Canadian

delegate has just said. I think he is right that if you bring the

tariff schedules into force, the ones which would be negotiated next

Spring, there are certain provisions which must be brought into force

immediately, or your tariff schedules de not mean anything.

THE CHAIRMAN:On the other hand, I think that as we have not yet reached

the results of the Committee on the balance of payment restrictions and
quantitative restrictions, it would be perhaps sufficient now to mention

the point to the other Committee for them to take it into consideration

when theystudy the wholething and here confine ourselves to tariff

benefits.

MrPARANAGUA (Brazil): There is a reference here to Article 56. It says:

"in accordance with the provisions of Article 56". Could we not add to

that, "and the note appended", because then we would know in what spirit

those tariff agreements must be within the Schedule.

THE CHAIRMAN: Article 56 already has a note appended, so Ithink there is
no need to mention the note specifically.

MrPARANAGUA (Brazil) : I amnot surethat note is incorporated there,

It is not an article or a paragraph, but a note.
Mr McKINON (Canada): I do not think we should take cognisance of the note

at all as long as this is a draft Charter. After all, the note is merely

an expression of what might happen if thosewho negotiate sec fit to

bring into effect the tariff provisions in advance of the adoption of the

Charter, which may never come about. I read that note as purely an

explanatory one relative to the Articlc under which it is headed.

It is much more part of the procedure memorandum.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it would be best to leave it to the other Committee
80.
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to considerthis point. We have to deal withthe other part of the

Charter, an it has not been covered.

MrHAWKINS (United States):You mean this, last, point ?

THECHAIRMAN: Yes. Again there "and if such benefits are in fact

withheld." Can we agree to this paragraph? (Agreed).

Mr LECUYER (France) spoke in French, which was not translated.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is no needto translate that. It is simply with

reference to how the tariff negotiationsprocedure will be carried out.

We discussed that this afternoon and we decided that theRapporteur
should draft a memorandum in which all this information should be

incorported, andit would come beforethis Committee before being

formally adepted.Wehave covered, for the time being, Article 18.

We will come back to that again when we get the drafts of sub-paragraphs

(a) and (c) of paragraph 1. We havestill to cover Article 29 and

Article 30 of Section G. Article29 is"Emergency Action on Imports

of Particular Products". Thiswasalsodiscussed by the main Committee

2,and also applies to quantitative restrictions and subsidies. The

remark was also made that at the end of paragraph 1 there appears the

words, "tomodify the concession to the extent" and so on and that

should include a higher duty. It was also said that prior notice

Would not always be practicable and that we should change the wording

as follows: "As early as practicable" or words to that effect. Then

there was areference made toArticle 54 and Article 55. Mr Hawkins,

have you anything to say before we discuss this Article further ?

MrHAWKINS (United States): I do not think I have anything to say that I

have not already said. Just in brief, its purpose. is to avoided such

complete rigidity in the commiotments that any sudden unforeseen emergency

could not be taken care of. It is not intended as a permanent let-out.

The prosumption would be that action taken would be only for such time

as the difficulty lasts, and that the situation prior to the taking of

action would. in due course be restored Any escape clause, of course,
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involves thedanger of abuse. That has been made to limitor

prevent the mis-use of the clause by giving other members a right

of taking action if they do not think that the clause

has been used justificably.
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THECHAIRMAN: I proposethat we first discuss paragraph 1, which speaks

at the end of ..."the Member shall be froe to withdraw the concession,
or suspend the obligation, in respect of such product, in whole or in

part, or to modify the concession to the extent and for such time as

may be necessary to prevent such injury. " I take it that by
suspension of the obligation, you also mean quantitative restrictions?

MR. HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

MR. SHACKLE, (UK): There is a point I should like to make, and it arises

out of a suggestionI madeinthe full Committee. There I suggested
that the scope of the Article should be confined to tariffs. I can

see the arguments against attempting to confine it in that way. If

you did confine it in that way, one light find greater reluctance to

accept some of the other Articles in the Charter. On the other hand,
I would like to suggest two points. First, if it is from the

reduction of tariff that the sudden influx of imports has resulted,
any action taken should be confined to a reversion, either complete

or partial, to the pre-existing, tariff. You should not deal with

a situation which has arisen from a reduction of tariff by the

application of a ncw quantitative restriction, and vice years,

that if the influx of imports has resulatedfromtheremovalofa
quantitative restriction, the remedy should be a total or partial

re-application of the quantitative restriction as it existed before,
and not the application of a tariff which did not exist before.

I would like to make this further suggestion,thatin nocase
should the action taken go further than a withdrawal of the original
concession. It may be that was the intention. It seems to me it

would not be right, where you have given a tariff reduction and it

is found that there is an influx of imports, that youshouldthem
apply a completely new quantitative restriction in order to meet the

effects of that.
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MR. HAWKINS (USA): I should like to ask Mr. Shackle how you would

handle a case in which the concession was the bindingof a duty if

you could only restore what you had done? The only thing you could

do in that case would be to say you are free of the obligation, but

not do anything.

MR. SHACKLE (UK): Yes. On the other hand, surely in that case it

is not the result of n concession, because your binding has not

affected the de factor situation at all. Your rate of tariff would

be the same as before the concession, and therefore, if there is

any influx of imports, it is not due to any concession you have made.

THE CHAIRMAN The big point there is that you bind the tariff. On

the other hand, you do away with quantitative restrictions, It may

be that just because you implement the obligations of this Charter,

you will have changed your whole system, and by doing away with

quantitative restrictions you have a new law where you will deal with

the whole thing in the way of tariffs. Then you are in a difficulty.

MR. SHACKLE (UK): In the case where you have done two things, you have

reduced a tariff or bound a tariff, and at the sampletime abolished

a. quantitative restriction, you clearly would have a case under this

for restoring the quantitative restriction.

THE CHAIRMAN: Or if that would not be practicable to resort to a higher

tariff instead of the former quantitative restriction.

MR. SHACKLE (UK). One hesitates to admit that under this a country

could resort to action more severe, or impose barriers higher in

whatever form, than it had imposed before it entered this negotiation.

MR. McKINNON (Canada) What I say is somewhat of a point of order, but

you frequently refer from the Chair to instructions given to us by the

larger Committee, or to exerpts from various statements of the

Secretariat. My recollection of the discussion of this Article in the

full Committee was that it was very explicitly stated, I thought by

Mr. Shackle himslef, that if the concession related to a tariff rate,

under this article it might be possible not merely to restore it to the
84.
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old rate, but to a rate as much higher as the member Government wishes

to put it. My memory was that it was Mr. Shackle who said that.

MR. SHCKLE (UK): I cannot say that I remember having suggested that.

My memory may be at fault.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I made a note at the time of four points that

were raised. I thought it was clearly stated, by Mr. Shackle,

that if the concession is a reduction in the duty rate, the aggrieved

member may raise the rate to the old level or higher.

MR. SHACKLE (UK): I am afraid I do not remember that.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): And in respect of margin, if the margin has

been narrowed and as a consequence of the narrowing of that margin

those things develop unforceseen, and as a consequence of the narrow-

ing of the margin, the margin may be restored.

MR. SHACKLE (UK): That is a point I put.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): But on the tariff rate there is a definite

reference to the fact that it might be put at an even higher rate

than the old one.

MR. SHICKLE (UK): I. suggest that somebody else must have. made that

point.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): It may have been Mr. Hawkins.

MR. HAWKINS (USA): I think that is true. I am merely saying what

this language provides. What should be provided is for the Committee

to decide, but as drawn it would permit that.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): The question in the larger Committee was whether

or not this language would permit the imposition of the old rate or

the restoration of the old rate.

MR. HAWKINS (US): I would like to comment in general on this. The

whole purpose of this Article is to deal with emergencies. If you have

an emergency situation you ought to be able to use any means you can

to meet it. There are sanctions here, and the severer the measures

you take, and the longer you keep them on, the more likely you are to
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suffer from it on your exports. That is the effort of it, but I

do not think a provision of this kind should. be too severely limited.

MR. PARANAGUA. (Brazil): I. want to put a question toMr. Hawkins.

The restriction can be quantitative, but it can also be about the

time of the importation. For example I know the case of a European

country where the importation of cereals is allowed only after a

certain date, because they are in a position where the importation

of cereals at any time of the year would produce serious injury to

the domestic producers of cereals. Untll the domestic production

of cereals is finished -- that is to say, unti1 the marketing of

the cereals -- the importation of cereals is prohibited, and

after that the importation of any quantity is allowed. I can toll

the Committee that the country is Switzerland. They have a small

production of cereals, and they want to have this guarantee for the

domestic production of cereals. If they allowed foreign cereals to

arrive in the country, they would destroy the production of the

country, if there were not this limitation on the time. I would

like Mr. Hawkins to say whether this case is covered, because it is

a question of a permanent injury to domestic production. That

happens every year,

MR. HAWKINS (USA.): I do not think that particular case comes under

this article. The case of that kind is a permanent regulation
which presumably would bu dealt with in the negotiations. If the

country concerned agreed to abolish the practice you speak of, it

might get relief under this Section in case of something very unforseen

resulting from its having done so, and could take temporary action.

That is what is contemplemented here. This is temporary in the sense

of an emergency not foreseen at the time the concession is made--

something unexpected which requires tomporary action to meet it, and

then a restoration of the status quo ante.

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil): That would mean that the restriction on time

would be allowed.
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MR. HAWKINS (USA): Let me illustrate it. A country reduces a duty

or accepts some other obligation in the expection that while it

is going to pormit largerimportations,that is part of the

bargain, but owing to some unforseen circumstance, instead of

getting say 20, 30 or 40 per cent more imports, as empected, in

some year, it suddenly gets 200 per cent. Some circumstance or

factor has entered into into picture temporarily and the result is

wholly unforeseen. It may then take action to restrict those

imports until that situation is passed. That is the purpose of

the article.

THE CHAIRMAN:We still have to agree or not agree to the present

text of paragraph 1. I understand that these things, higher duty

and so on, are even possible under this paragraph as it is now

phrased. Do you think that something should be added to it, or

can we approve it as it is?

MR. SHACKIE (UK): Reading the wording of the paragraph as it stands,

members arc free to withdraw the concession or suspend the

obligation in whole or in part, or to modify the concession. I do

not see anything in those wordswhich imply that you could not

merely go back on the concession you had made, but actually apply

treatment more severe. I understand that if it is a binding which

you have withdrawn, from the moment you have withdrawn your binding

you resume your liberty of action, but it does not seem to me that

those words contemplate that you could actually go further than

withdrawing the concession, or the, obligation which you had entered

into. It cames to me a little as a surprise to discover that the

paragraph is intended to have this wide connotation. I see the

point of the arguments which have been adduced in favour of it, but

I feel that we will want to consider the position a little further

before we commit ourselves to going to that. lenght.
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MR. HAWKINS (USA): I think it is only fair to say, so that there is

no misunderstanding of hat it mens, that it provides for wide

action, modifying the concession to the extent and for such time

as may be necessary.

MR. ADARKAR (India): Since it is an emergency situation, it has got

to be action of that nature, You must allow freedman to raise the

duty, if necessary.

MR. SHWCKLE (UK) : The logical weakness of that seems to be to make

the whole assumption on which the article is based to be this,

that it is something you have done in the course of negotiations

which leads to an influx of imports. It is truck you might have

had an influx of imports even if you had made no concession and

had not negotiated at all. We are not concerned with that here.

We are only concerned with something you have done in the course of

these negotiations that may be hold to lead to the influx of

imports. If there is a reasonable justification for going back

upon what you have done, it must be on that basis.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): On Mr. Shackle's point, supposing there was

a free rate, and I then find that because of the binding of that

free rate, these things are happening, I am entitled under these

words, surely, to withdraw the concession. What would that mean?

I Just take it out of the bound list. The goods would still come

in frae; unless I am permitted to do more than that there is no

use withdrawing the cencession. That is why read into it that a

member may do more than restore the old rate of duty, because after

all, free is a rate of duty,

MR. SHACKLE (UK): I understand the point. I think my Delegation

would wish to consider it a little further. It has certainly taken

me rather by surprise. I see the force of the arguments that have

been used.

88.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Do we consider the language sufficiently clear, that

is the point. It took Mr. Shackleby surprise so it may have taken

other people by surprise.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I would like to add that I am prepared

provisionally to agree the wording of this while reserving the position

of my Delegation till until I have had an opportunity to consult them.

There is one point I would like to see taken into consideration,
which was

which is a question I/mentioned in Committee I - and which I think has

been mentioned again here, - namely, that as the result of a reduction

or ellmination of tariff preference we may have similar affects to

those we are contemplating here, and I feel the scope of this paragraph

should be widened so as to take account of that - although I would not

wish to suggest anything in the nature of a draft at this moment.

MR. ADARKAR (India): Thant was just the point I wished ta mise. In

the full committee the Indian Delegate did support the point raised

by the United Kingdom Delegate, that the tariff concession should include

concessions given in respect of preference.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think that in fairness it should be pointed

out that whilc this languagewould seem to cover the case it may not quite

do so because of the reference to domestic producers. To meet the

point raised by Mr. Shackle and the Indian Delegate I think we should look

at this wording. Otherwise in every other respect I think it does cover

the case.

MR. ADARKAR (India): May I explain the point a little further? If the

procedure we discussed this afternoon is adopted - namely, instead of

negotiating on the basis of margins we negotiate on the basis of the

most-favourtd-nation duty, and an effective reduction in margin by that

method -then a reduction in the most-favoured nation duty and the follwing

reduction in preferential margin would affect the domestic producers.

Therefore, it would be necessary to ack for that particular obligation

to be waived.
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14. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): At thesame time you may have the converse

case, as a result of preference margin baing modified you mayhavean

influx of imports, in which case you would wish to have power to dual

with that situation. That is the converse.

MR. ADARKAR(India): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Has the Rapporteur anything to proposal to makt it quite clear?

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think probably the Article will need some recasting

to take care of the preference point. I think in the introductory

lines the language about too domestic producers will have to be changed

in some way to cover the case of preferences.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Would you also cover the case of the duty higher

than originally? Is it contemplated that we can introduce that

refinement of drafting?

THE RPPORTEER: That is alreadyy covered, is not it?

MR. McKINNON (Canada): AsI read it it is covered, but I understood Mr.

Shackle to think it was not.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I am propared to admit I may have been

quite wrong over that.

MR. PARANAGUA(Brazil): That means in the casa of the withdrawal of

concessions the country will cover its customs autonomy.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): The Cubon Delegation had a paper in E/PC/T/C.II/19,
dated 28 October, 1946, containing a very longamendment to Article 29.

I think that is a very easy point to cover, and the point we are raising

there is very clear. Instead of discussing the whole amendment I think it

would be better to only explain, the abject of it, and give the Rapporteur
the chance, of curing what we believe is missing from this Article.

It is very clear what will happen to the member who is suffering and

decides by himself to take action, but na care is taken of the member

against whom that action is taken and who may be sufforing unjustly from

that action. Our amendment tends to give to the member from whom
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concessionsarewithheld because he was supposed to be the aggressor
the right to bring the matter before the Oganizationin order to

got a solution of the problem. It is only to give the other party,

who may be in turn affected by the measure, the right appeal to the

Organization.

I do not want to go into the whole thing now. May be the wording

is not exactly right. However, I believe a member who is supposed to

have created the situation and against whom the emergency action is

taken should have the chance of bringing the matter to the Organization
immediately in order that no projudice is caused due to the emergency

action without the Oreanization having at least had the opportunity of

looking into it.

MR CHAIRMAN: Is not it covered in paragraph 2?

MR. ALABILLA (Cuba): We do not believe it is. It is a latter of working,

and drafting. We just submit our proposition to the Rapporteur so that

he can reconsider it, discuss it, and explainif there isany point which

is not specifically covered in this Article.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will ask the Rapporteur to look into that paper, and if

he has any remarks no doubt he will make them at the next meeting.

We will now adjourn until 10.30 a.m. tomorrow.

The meetingrose at 10.40p.m.


